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Abstract

In the past two decades, the volume of data collected and processed by computer systems has
grown exponentially. The databases, employed initially to store and query data, are now inap-
propriate to address big data-related issues. They are indeed limited in horizontal scalability due
to architectures that were conceived for single machines. The new big data requirements such as
the large volume, the high velocity, and heterogeneity of formats have led to the development of
a new tools’ family defined as data-intensive.

With the advent of these technologies, new computational paradigms were introduced. Map-
Reduce was one of the first and brought the idea to send the processing towards the data kept
stored on multiple nodes. Later, another technique proposed the concept of stream of data
by keeping the computation statically allocated and making the information flow through the
system. With this approach, it is no longer necessary to store the data before it is processed.

Today’s big data requirements are to transform raw data inputs into valuable knowledge,
but also they ask for database-like capabilities such as state management and transactional
guarantees. In this scenario, the design patterns of centralized databases from the ’80s would
impose a very limiting trade-off between strong guarantees and scalability.

The NoSQL approach is the first attempt made to address the issue. This category of systems
is able to scale, but it provides neither strong guarantees nor a standardized SQL interface.
Subsequently, the strong demand to exploit transactional guarantees again and to reintroduce
the SQL language at scale motivated the origin of NewSQLs: databases with the legacy relational
model but able to provide guarantees and also largely scale horizontally.

In this work, we studied data-intensive tools to compare functioning paradigms and new ap-
proaches to strong guarantees in distributed scenarios. We analyzed the differences and common
aspects that are emerging and could drive future design patterns. We developed a modeling
framework to conduct our analysis systematically. The proposed models could be exploited
in next-generation systems’ design to leverage established and emerging techniques in today’s
data-intensive tools to store, query, and analyze data.
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Sommario

Negli ultimi due decenni, il volume di dati raccolti ed elaborati dai sistemi informatici è cresciuto
esponenzialmente. I database, originariamente impiegati per archiviare e interrogare banche dati,
risultano ora inappropriati nel risolvere problemi relativi ai big data. Essi sono infatti limitati
nella scalabilità orizzontale a causa di architetture concepite per una singola macchina. I nuovi
requisiti relativi ai big data come il grande volume, l’alta velocità e l’eterogeneità dei formati
hanno portato allo sviluppo di una nuova famiglia di strumenti definita ad alta intensità di dati.

Con l’avvento di queste tecnologie sono stati introdotti nuovi paradigmi computazionali. Uno
tra i primi, Map-Reduce, ha introdotto l’idea di inviare l’elaborazione verso i dati salvati su più
nodi. Successivamente, un’altra tecnica ha proposto il concetto di flusso di dati mantenendo
il calcolo allocato staticamente e facendo fluire l’infromazione attraverso il sistema. Tramite
quest’ultimo approccio non è più necessario salvare i dati prima della loro elaborazione.

I requisiti odierni rispetto alla processazione di big data sono sia di trasformare dati grezzi in
preziose conoscenze ma anche di poter utilizzare funzionalità simili ai database come la gestione
di uno stato e il supporto a garanzie transazionali. In questo scenario, i modelli di progettazione
dei database centralizzati degli anni ’80 imporrebbero un compromesso fortemente limitativo tra
garanzie e scalabilità.

L’approccio NoSQL è stato il primo tentativo fatto nel risolvere il problema. Questa categoria
di sistemi ha la capacità di scalare ma non fornisce né garanzie transazionali né un’interfaccia
SQL standard. Successivamente, la forte richiesta di sfruttare nuovamente le garanzie forti e di
reintrodurre il linguaggio SQL su larga scala ha motivato l’origine dei NewSQL: database con il
modello relazionale classico ma in grado di fornire garanzie e anche scalare orizzontalmente.

In questo lavoro di tesi abbiamo studiato gli strumenti ad alta intensità di dati per confrontare
paradigmi di funzionamento e nuovi approcci introdotti a supporto di garanzie “forti” in scenari
distribuiti. Abbiamo analizzato le differenze e gli aspetti comuni che stanno emergendo e che
potrebbero guidare i modelli di progettazione futuri. Abbiamo sviluppato un framework di
modellazione per condurre sistematicamente la nostra analisi. I modelli proposti potrebbero
essere impiegati nella progettazione dei sistemi di prossima generazione, sfruttando le tecniche
affermatesi ed emerse negli strumenti ad alta intesità di dati odierni per salvare, eseguire queries
e analizzare dati.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Database management systems are software that offer data storage and query features. They
were created with the objective to save structured data and simplify information management to
applications. Their birth in the 80s was driven by the necessity to provide logical abstractions
and guarantees in saving and reading data. One of their major limitations is the assumption that
was made for their design, a centralized architecture hence limited to the resources of a single
computer. Over the past two decades, the amount of data handled and collected by computer
systems has grown exponentially, and databases have quickly become inappropriate tools for
storing these giant volumes of information. Alongside this massive data generation, it also arose
the need to extract valuable information so to exploit them to answer analytical questions. By
this necessity, a new class of data processing tools born and broke away from the one of pure data
storage. A milestone in the dawn of data processing techniques was the introduction in 2008 of
the Map-Reduce programming model from Google [DG04]. Its core idea is to keep data stored
on cluster nodes and perform the computation by sending identical copies of processing, the map
functions, towards them. In this way, the transformations can be effectively performed in parallel
and, later, the partial results can be collected and aggregated through reduce operations. This
computational paradigm influenced the design of analytical engines in the following years and it
was a breakthrough in processing decentralization.

A further evolution to this initial concept led to conceive another computational paradigm
called stream processing. In this opposite approach data continuously move through the system
and by undergoing continuous conversions it is finally transformed into results. The transforma-
tions, that in Map-Reduce were sent towards the data, in this processing technique are stationary.
They are “statically” kept on the nodes and continuously process new data as soon as there is
any available.

Both these two types of data-intensive tools are used to balance and distribute the workload
across all the available processing units. However, the concept of data stream is also extended
to batch. The difference with respect to streams is that in the latter transformations happen
over each datum. A single item can be potentially processed from the beginning to the end
without waiting time. Instead, in the batch case, more elements are processed in parallel and
at the same time. The concurrent processing of multiple items come from the willing to waste
less computational and memory resources in favor of a larger amount of data processed despite
a bit higher latency times. Both the streaming and batch processing outlined a new class of
analytics systems characterized by the shift to distributed scenarios with the compromise to do
not provide transactional guarantees at all; a development path opposed to the databases’ one.

Databases’ design patterns from the ’80s imposed rigid trade-off between strong guarantees
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and high performance due to employed protocols and coordination strategies. However, even
this class of system evolved over time in the attempt to provide horizontal scalability. The
NoSQL, a new databases’ class, derived by the need to be able to scale-out data storage sys-
tems employing distributed approaches. They do not support transactions and also have weaker
isolation levels but provide basically unlimited storage capabilities by leveraging all the avail-
able resources. This new conception however had the strong limitation of not supporting the
standardized SQL interface for querying and storing the data. Moreover, software architectures
employing these databases became more complex to cope with the weaker guarantees. They
use graphical-interfaces strategies to mask propagation times that could cause the view of in-
consistent states. All this complexity moved to the application architecture has spurred the
birth of another database model, the NewSQL. This class of relational database management
systems has the primary objective to provide the scalability of NoSQL but alongside with all
the features of classical databases such as the support to online transaction processing (OLTP)
and the enforcement of ACID guarantees. The NewSQL paradigm conception has proved how,
through new paradigms, was possible to go beyond the original misleading trade-off of classical
locking-based approaches.

The proposals in the literature of new definitions for transactional isolation levels [ALO00]
and anomaly phenomena [BBG+95] in concurrent executions enable the functioning of NewSQL
databases and also are guiding stream processors towards transactional guarantees’ support in
the big data processing.

The new streaming paradigms, combined with the demand to provide strong guarantees in big
data scenarios, are critical factors to the development of next-generation platforms. The modern
developing models are focusing on merging the best characteristics of both stream processors and
databases’ worlds. Future systems conceived on these ideas would probably be able to enforce
strong transactional guarantees and at the same time provide high execution throughput thanks
to coordination-free isolation mechanisms.

The study conducted in this thesis has the objective to understand and highlight what the
similarities and differences of existing data processing and storage systems are. For this purpose,
we design a modeling framework to guide our study with a systematic and precise approach.
The analysis will take into account systems’ computational paradigms, the functionalities they
provide, and guarantees given for concurrent operations’ execution. Furthermore, we will consider
the guarantees related to distributed environments such as those involved by communication
through messages and fault-tolerance. Lastly, the proposed models want to suggest a possible
future convergence of the two application domains originally born with diametrically opposite
characteristics.

In chapter 2 – Background and Motivations – we will describe the context of this work and
the ideas that conducted the research. With chapter 3 – The Modeling Framework – we will
present and describe the models built in order to carry out systems’ analysis. Later, in chapter 4
– Methodology – the conducted experiments will be reported and explained alongside the dis-
covered systems’ limitations. In chapter 5 –Taxonomy– the analyzed data-intensive tools will be
characterized and described using the presented models. Later, with the chapter 6 –Discussion–
we will report our results and we will argue about the model fitting to the platforms. Finally,
with chapter 7 –Related Work– the performed affiliate projects and studies from the literature
will be reported.
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Chapter 2

Background and motivations

2.1 The need for data-intensive tools

Data are nowadays the main source of value in many areas. Business strategies are now said
to be data-driven, since they employ data collected from customers to improve suggested prod-
ucts. Moreover, narrowly targeted marketing campaigns are built up by the users’ preferences
extracted from processed data. Also, smart manufacturing companies started to improved their
internal production chains by means of data analysis [KLC+16]. Research areas such as physic
conducts experiments which produce Petabytes’ scale quantity of information. “CERN data
centers process on average one petabyte of data per day”.1 The Internet of Things (IoT) advent
promises to populate our lives with tens of billion devices by 2020 [N+16]. These sensors and
smart devices are already generating and will produce huge volumes of data too. Moreover, there
are also others emerging sectors such as autonomous vehicles [GLPL14], smart energy manage-
ment [ZFY16], and home automation [GP10] that show promise to flood computer systems with
even more data. As a consequence, the listed scenarios, such as many others, will require in the
near future software tools capable to face the processing and storage challenges imposed by the
information exponential growth.

Data-intensive applications require to handle, process and exploit these large amount of data
[Kle17]. This type of software is counterposed to the compute-intensive class that, instead, groups
all the application scenarios in which the high computation performance is more important
than data itself. For example: software simulation, emulation, and optimization algorithms.
The development of powerful, flexible and scalable data-intensive applications is fundamental to
sustain the increase in volume, production velocity, and formats complexity of data upcoming in
the next future.

2.2 Distributed data systems

The data-intensive tools are frameworks leveraging distributed systems architecture to enable the
development of data-intensive applications. Designing a software to only exploits resources of a
single computer, although very powerful, would be for sure a failing approach. Data-intensive
tools have been conceived to ease the development of applications capable of handling the huge
volumes of data, combined with high generation rates, and the need for near real-time results.
The requirements that led to their development are to overcome the technological and physical

1https://home.cern/news/news/computing/cern-data-centre-passes-200-petabyte-milestone
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limitations of a single machine and also to abstract the complex functioning of a distributed
architecture to ease developers’ life in not having to handle all the infrastructure complexity.

Distributed systems are of fundamental importance to combine resources of many inter-
connected computers so to exploit in parallel processing power and handle heavy workloads.
Unfortunately, data management in distributed systems is notoriously difficult due to the mul-
tiple computational resources, heterogeneous with each other, that need to be coordinated. A
distributed scenario introduces concurrency and synchronization problems as well as the issues
coming from the strategies adopted in the data arrangement, task execution, communication,
failure tolerance and synchronization of replicated and partitioned data [TVS07]. To overcome
all these obstacles, in the last decade, a wide variety of distributed platforms has been developed.
These tools offer specialized programming interfaces to simplify the design and implementation
of data-intensive applications.

The data management domain, with the rise of requirements for large scale processing, did
outline the inadequacy of traditional relational model of classical databases. The complexity
in handling the data required more flexibility and scalability. Workload nature changed as
well, including the support to analytical tasks and complemented query tasks [Sto10]. Legacy
solutions as databases could not scale due to the high cost in data bases synchronization and in
the support to a reliable communication. Therefore, the choice of dropping the support to strong
consistency and transactional guarantees in favor of scalability was made through some newly
conceived systems. This design choice resulted in the birth of the NoSQL databases [Lea10].
Also, composite solutions were born and they ranged from key-value stores to document-based
stores, and to graph databases. In recent times, the research community is looking for new
design solutions and architectural structures that can reconcile scalability and strong consistency
[Sto12]. The conducted studies are investigating limits and possibility of in-memory data storage
and ways to better exploit modern parallel hardware [SW13] [TDW+12].

In the data processing community, the increasing trend in data generation drove the evolution
of a new breed of systems explicitly designed for large-scale distributed processing. This class
of system, inspired by the Google’s MapReduce paradigm [DG08], leverage dataflow model to
arrange processing units into a directed graph of operators. Input data then made flow through
the network of these functional transformations so to produce final results [ZDL+13] [TTS+14].
To provide task parallelism these systems let run different simultaneous operators on the same
or on different machines. Data parallelism instead is achieved by splitting into independent
partitions the input streams and directing these to parallel instances of the same operator.
The abstraction in the processing definition at the application level enables the frameworks to
automate operators’ deployment, the exchange of data from and to the system, and to handle
hardware failures by means of transparent re-execution of the lost processing.

2.3 Motivations

All the nowadays existing data-intensive tools offer programming interfaces with the objective
to solve specific processing and data handling tasks. By the heterogeneity of requirements char-
acterizing the application scenarios none of the data systems can alone satisfy all of them.

In practice, software architectures are becoming way more complex than the ones employed in
the past because of the combination of multiple data systems. Then ad hoc logic is implemented
to govern their interaction so as to exploit the specialized features each system has to offer. How-
ever, in doing so, the disciplined programming paradigms of individual systems lose in validity
and benefits in the given guarantees on the data, deployment procedures and communication are
no longer exploited.
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The microservice architectural style is one of the most popular approaches to build large-
scale applications. It works by breaking down the overall application into a suite of independent
services that have distinct data management approaches [New15]. A common critique to this
architectural style is that it moves the complexity from within each service to the coordination
between services for data synchronization [Thö15] [BHJ15]. Furthermore, to be able to correctly
orchestrate all the services it is required a deep understanding of their semantics, performance
characteristics, deployment strategies, and configuration opportunities. For instance, data an-
alytics tool are specialized in the scenarios of batch or continuous processing. They leverage
hardware parallelization as well as in-memory or disk-based storage to optimize throughput and
low latency. Instead, distributed databases afford even more configuration possibilities. They
come with differentiated data models such as relational, object-based, key-value, and others.
Also, they support multiple semantics for replication and by these they often impose trade-offs
between performance and guarantees. Many of them do not have transactions’ support or im-
pose limits for the operations scope to the single partitions [LM10]. The databases that claim
to provide transactions employ sometimes weaker-isolation semantic, which allow or prevent
some of the anomalies that might appear during concurrent execution [BDF+13]. Unfortunately,
this information is not clearly stated but comes quite hidden inside each system’s documen-
tation. Moreover, currently it does not exist a classification model that captures formally the
system’s behavior. Such a schema would help to verify the meeting of requirements of the under-
development applications with systems’ capabilities. For example, in the situation of a database
privileging high performance over replication consistency, replicas might experience temporary
or persistent discrepancies between each other therefore affecting application correctness. This
lacking frame, requires from expert engineers a lot of manual work in order to check how each
system’s assumptions reflect on the overall application needs. By their discoveries they will se-
lect, configure, and deploy sets of selected tools and make them cooperate with each other for
the project objective.

In summary, the leading approach to develop data-intensive applications exploits multiple
tools to solve specific and recurring problems. However, this then delegates to the developer the
design of the overall application logic, fully exposing the complexity related to data represen-
tation, communication, coordination, deployment, performance modeling, and optimization. As
a consequence, data-intensive deployment scenarios nowadays still need to undergo to laborious
selection process even before starting the development, and later show high maintenance and
operational costs.

2.4 Scope

The data-intensive tools domain exemplifies the idea of two worlds that, through different ap-
proaches but also some similarities, provide highly specialized features to process and storage
data. The existing data-intensive tools show overlapping functionalities and design choices
[Bre00] that advice for a unifying, still unknown underlying paradigm. This thesis work as-
pires to be the initial step in the understanding and characterization of the traits unifying or
differentiating all the range of systems, from stream processors to distributed databases.

The core enabling element for the conception of an ideal new paradigm is a formal modeling
framework that defines a high-level notions and structures, and captures the functionalities and
characteristics required in data processing and management. In particular, this study examine
the systems’ adopted computational paradigms, the provided features and expressiveness, as
well as the guarantees assured in concurrent operations’ execution. Also, typical properties
of distributed scenarios such as the reliability of communication channels and methodologies
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adopted to achieve fault-tolerance at the same time of high performance will be accounted for.
The spectrum of paradigms and implementation aspects though, would require the analysis

of a large number of systems making the work unfeasible and also repetitive for similar data-
intensive tools. Therefore, we decide to focus our attention by making experiments and studying
the major exponents for classes of computational paradigms.

Data-intensive class Analyzed system

Stream processing Apache Flink

Batch processing Apache Spark

Streaming platform by producer-consumer Apache Kafka

NewSQL databases VoltDB

Table 2.1: Analyzed systems by data-intensive tools class

Apache Flink

“Apache Flink is a framework and distributed processing engine for stateful computations over
unbounded and bounded data streams. Flink has been designed to run in all common cluster
environments, perform computations at in-memory speed and at any scale.”2

Apache Spark

“Apache Spark is a fast and general-purpose cluster computing system. It provides high-level
APIs in Java, Scala, Python and R, and an optimized engine that supports general execution
graphs. [...]”3

Our second choice was Apache Spark, as exponent for the class of batch processing. Also, the
promoted computational model is different from Flink. Data are organized in Resilient Distir-
buted Dataset (RDDS) [ZCD+12] whose portions reside on the nodes. When new applications
are deployed, the system moves the processing towards the data for its execution.

Delta Lake

“Delta Lake is an open-source storage layer that brings ACID transactions to Apache Spark and
big data workloads.”4

Delta Lake is an extension of Apache Spark that we decided to test because of the additional
guarantees and abstractions the package provides. It leverages a different set of APIs with
respect to Spark, allowing the developer to reason in terms of tables and through SQL queries.
We report the features listed in the documentation state so to clarify the nature of the system.
“ACID transactions on Spark, Scalable metadata handling, Streaming and batch unification,
Schema enforcement, Time travel feature, Upserts and deletes” are the characteristics of Delta
Lake.5

2Definition from https://flink.apache.org/flink-architecture.html
3Definition from https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.4.4
4Definition from https://delta.io/
5List of features from https://docs.delta.io/latest/delta-intro.html
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Apache Kafka

Apache Kafka was included in the study due to its hybrid nature. Its architectural and operating
patterns deviate slightly from the other systems’ choices. Kafka provides to our analysis a
different point of view with respect to solutions adopted to solve similar problems in the other
systems scenarios. Furthermore, this system, born as a log storage tool, is becoming more and
more employed by companies. It is widely employed when microservices architecture are built
since it provides the required reliability in the communication channel between services.
“Kafka is generally used for two broad classes of applications:

• Building real-time streaming data pipelines that reliably get data between systems or ap-
plications

• Building real-time streaming applications that transform or react to the streams of data

”6

VoltDB

“VoltDB is an in-memory transactional database for modern applications that require an un-
precedented combination of data scale, volume, and accuracy.” 7

Among the NewSQL existing databases we chose to study VoltDB. This distributed database,
the evolution produced from the H-Store [KKN+08] research project, demonstrates by a series
of application examples the capability of exploiting the benefits derived from a coordination-free
approach in the implementation of transitional ACID guarantees.

6Characteristics from https://kafka.apache.org/intro
7Definition from https://www.voltdb.com/blog/category/in-memory-database/
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Chapter 3

The Modeling framework

A model is a representation of a concept. It can be used to describe, explain, and abstract
phenomena, processes, and systems that cannot be empirically experienced or are too complex
to be directly studied. Models play a central role in science since they are largely used as
communication tools for researchers. Furthermore, they become very useful whenever there
is the need to make people coming from different domains, hence using diverse terminologies,
understand each other. The process of sharing knowledge is way more effective when done
through models that provide abstractions and unified terminologies.

We developed a set of models rather than a single one in order to frame out multiple aspects
proper to the systems’ nature. A single flat model would have failed to bring out the advantages
and limitations of different viewpoints mostly orthogonal to each other. For this reason, we
develop a modeling framework capable to abstract concepts, operating modalities, and the given
guarantees in terms of reliability and execution.

Conceptual model We started by creating a set of terms able to capture the recurring ideas.
We propose a first conceptual model with two main objectives. First, it has to abstract constructs
common to all the systems so as not to fall in the ambiguity brought by similar terms adopted in
different context. Second, it aims to constitute the root basement of a shared terminology used
by the other presented models.

Operational model With the emergence of various new systems and the intense evolution of
the more established ones, different operating modes have been proposed. Each implementation
involves its interaction modalities and employing these to analyze the systems would have con-
cealed principles at the root of any functioning. The objective of operational model is precisely
to provide a functioning abstraction as much as possible implementation-independent.

Architectural model In a distributed context a system functioning is also regulated by how
and where resources are organized. By the built architectural model we provide a description
of how data and computation portions can be arranged on multiple machines. The reported
structure also aim to describe which are the considered physical units with respect to the paral-
lelization of portions of data and computation.

After this model, we discussed the allocation and coordination strategies adopted in the
resource arrangement in a distributed system.
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Guarantees model The correct functioning of a system, as well as interactions clients have
with it, are regulated by a set of properties. With this model, we aim to give a precise definition
of the guarantees systems’ provide in terms of execution correctness, architectures’ reliability
and durability of stored data in case of failures.

Guarantees’ implementation Guarantees’ definitions can be implemented with multiple
techniques. Some of them are more suitable to distributed context, while others can involve
major drawbacks in scalability. With the implementations’ guarantees model we propose struc-
ture to relate the protocols and implementation strategies used to provide the guarantees.
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3.1 Conceptual model

In this section, we identify the criteria that characterize the analyzed systems so as to provide
a unified terminology and, at a later time, describe consistently the functional and architectural
model.

The following schema describes the concepts’ hierarchies and their relationships. It starts
from those more abstract ones and it provides further specializations without the loss of gen-
erality. Terms and related ideas are unified, whenever possible, under the same concept and
linked to each other in order to underline possible interactions between them. This builds up a
shared terminology framework that gets rid of the typical misunderstandings raised by similar
yet distinct terms used to mean the same concepts.
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The presented graphical schema represents concepts as boxes. Arrows are used to express
connections and also to graphically state their meaning; they want to resemble the arrows’ sig-
nificance of UML standard. Those marked with “Extends” start from more specialized concepts
and point to the abstract ones. Made exception for this last type of arrows, in general, dashed
lines are intend for optional relationships while solid ones are used for mandatory links.

A graphical representation alone would not be sufficient to argue effectively the semantic be-
hind modeled ideas. In the following paragraphs concepts are described by providing a definition
of notions’ role in the model and reasons for declared relationships.

Time

Time can be measured in two ways. On the first place, the physical time provided by the
internal clock a machine has can be employed. Next, the second way to measure the time is to
map the concept onto the occurrence of events. In this case we have logical time, an approach
introduced by L. Lamport [Lam78]. The need to introduce this last type of time derives from
the impossibility of absolutely synchronize physical clocks that have arbitrary precision. Logical
clocks are instead a more practical way used to enforce ordering constraints between events that
occur in a distributed system.

Event time Event time is a time attached to each data element. It can be further special-
ized into source and ingestion time according to the authority that affix it to the data.

Source time The source time is attached by the original system that creates the data
element. (e.g. temperature sensor crafting a new value with attached the local time).

Ingestion time It is the time associated by the first component of the processing system
that receives the data element from the outside of the system. (e.g. when the value of the
temperature arrives to the data processing system).

Processing time In this case, the time is not a logical concept associated to each data
element, but it is the wall clock time of the specific task when it is handling the data element.
Essentially it is the local machine time at the processing momentum. (e.g. the time read from
the physical machine clock while processing the temperature value).

Data type

The data type is the form a single datum has. It essentially corresponds to the computer-science
meaning of data type. Thus, it constitute the information that is used to return the meaning
of an amorphous set of bytes and to the shape it as an integer number, float, double, string,
character... The arrangement of data types into a structure forms up the concept of data schema
presented below.

Data item

A data item is a unit of information a system manages. It constitutes the simplest data piece
singularly manipulated by tasks to carry out the overall processing. Its internal structure is
defined by the data schema, a concept that will be defined in a while.

Stream processors and databases use different terminology to express this same concept. The
first call it event while the latter call it tuple or row. This use case is particularly effective to
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show how the conceptual model we are proposing is useful to standardize terminologies from
different areas, that employ dissimilar nouns for the same idea.

Data schema

Data schema is the structure that logically organizes the data types to define the shape data
items have. It characterizes data sets since it acts as a frame, a schema, through which data
items are handled. This concept encapsulate the logical abstractions the tools provide to handle
data sets types.

Table schema All the modeled tools provide ways to handle data sets as if they were tables.
We extend the broader data schema concept by the notion of table schema. In these last few years
indeed the trend to provide SQL-like functionalities has shown up. Streaming and in general
big data-intensive tools are approaching always more to the functionalities of databases and are
starting to provide table-like data structures to handle streams. The table schema notion brings
the databases’ semantic. However, stream processor implement it by providing also additional
and more expressive functionalities to account for big data-specific problems.

Custom schema Besides abstractions like tables, simpler and lighter data structures are
also used for simplicity and communication efficiency. Custom schemes are flexible and modu-
lar structures used to better address applications’ requirements. They are defined within and
thanks to programming code. The possibility to frame any custom data organization has the
advantage of adding flexibility in handling particular formats and also gives room to the plat-
forms for automatic optimizations. However, since custom data schemes are platforms and
programming languages-dependent they inevitably introduce compatibility and interoperability
limitations with external systems.

Data set

Single unit of data are grouped into logical collections defined as data sets. They are made out
of items that have the same data schema and that were group to ease management, processing
and design of data logical structures.

Whenever a software needs to load and store data items, it employs the concept of data set
to refer to a group of data items. The policies a data set has been created or stored through do
classify it as mutable or immutable.

Mutable data set Items that compose mutable data sets can be partially modified, rewritten
entirely or deleted. Mutable data set is the form of data used to store a state because this format
can be altered partially at the cost of a small overhead of the data structure in memory. This
property is highly desirable when it is required, as in the case of state, to store information that
is subject to frequent changes.

Immutable data set Conversely, immutable data sets’ peculiarity is that they can be altered
in no way. Generated most of the time by continuous data transformations once they are written,
either in memory or to the disk, they can only be read.

Despite the strict definition of immutability, we extend the notion to better match the one
processing and data storage systems give to it.
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Never updated The simplest class is the one in which immutable data sets are effectively
never updated. Once generated by a task or group of tasks they can be stored, read and used
for later computations but never modified.

Continuously growing Continuously growing data sets instead cannot be altered in any way
if not by appending data items. They can only keep on growing in dimension by new elements
appended to their end or they can be fully deleted.

Updated by replacement Finally, the case of updated by replacement wants to capture the
cases in which data sets are indeed immutable but they need to show up some updates by the
application which generated them. In order to do so, they gets wholly replaced by a new version
of the immutable data set.

Input

An input is what it is put in, sent to, taken into by a process or system. In the studied domain
it is specialized into the concepts of DS and input data.

DS statement The concept of Domain Specific statement aspires to abstract all the com-
mands, actions and various kind of invocations that are used to control, query and modify
operation of a system. Once interpreted, a DS statement generates one or more actions. An
action is the work (and planning) that is performed in order to satisfy a request. So it can be, for
example, either the work carried out to produce an output result or the one executed to change
the internal structure of the system, that by itself does not produce tangible outputs.

There exist two strategies to instruct a complex platform with data processing and storage
requirements. For this reason, the high-level concept of DS statement is below specialized into
two more precise sub-classes.

Code deployment Stream processor platforms and modern databases adopt a package-
driven approach to specify instructions. They provide libraries and APIs to expose the processing
functionalities. Developers employ those to build a software package that collects all the infor-
mation about required processing and data storage policies. The combinations of API calls allow
to define the desired application logic by software code that then its compiled into a package and
deployed to the system for execution. The code-deployment mechanism brings the advantage
that transformations, data schema and topology information are reported in one place. There-
fore the processing logic can be either entirely or not at all deployed to the cluster for execution.
Moreover, especially some tools employ this technique to reduce latency and optimize the user
requests. By using a single container, complex computational structures become easier to be
maintained. Also, the developer does not need anymore to adjust modifications according to the
remote data schema since new versions will entirely overwrite it. However, the package deploy-
ment approach has the disadvantage of being rigid in the updates. When a procedure needs to
be even slightly modified, the platform is stopped and the entire package needs to be deployed
again.

Client request The client request concept encapsulates those instructions sent to a system
to both alter topologies (data and computational) and to fetch, update, insert data items. They
differs from the application deployment statements since they are shorter and do operate less
changes per single client request. In fact, to instruct the system about an entire data topology
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multiple client requests are required while in case of application deployment it would be sent
only one DS statement to the platform.

Input data

With the concept of input data we want to model all the information that is sent, read or provided
to a system in order to either change its state or produce output data as result of transformations.
Input data can be carried to the system in two ways. First method is through clients’ requests
that might carry one or more data items within their body. When this modality is used, the
number of data items sent per-request is not very large. Instead, when the necessity is to process
large sets made out of thousands or millions of data items, continuous input actions are adopted.
They are set up at the front of the computational topology and constantly ingest new incoming
data. Also, when the whole historical large-sized data sets are available these actions take care
of gradually read them.

State

State is defined as the status a system is in as a consequence of all the input received so far. It is
made out of a mutable data set because during execution of tasks it could change multiple times.
State is also the core concept of any stateful systems and is getting way more important also in
stream processors; those systems that initially were thought only to barely extract, transform
and load data (ETL1) without relying extensively on a state.

Operator variables Stream processors use operator variables as room to store state. In-
termediate processing results and inputs are withheld in the scope of functions constituting
operators. This type of state is made fault-tolerant by using methods that ensure a backup to
multiple copies or to persistent memory.

Tables Instead, databases born from requirements of the time that was to store efficiently
a state. The concept of table is the main logical abstraction employed for the organization of
data sets and their data items (the table rows).

Transformed data

Transformed data sets originate by transformation actions. They are the result of processing
either input data or other transformed data set. Since both of the original data sets are immutable
too, the transformed version is obtained by making new copies of data items which comprise the
desired changes. Transformed data sets are mainly produced by continuous actions. In the
process of copy-transformation they can also read and modify the system state.

Output data

We define the data items leaving the system as output data. Same as input data, outputs are
immutable data sets with the difference that they do leave the system and are sent towards
external clients. They happen in forms of continuously growing, updated by replacement and
never updated immutable data sets.

1”Extraction-Transformation-Loading (ETL) tools are pieces of software responsible for the extraction of data
from several sources, their cleansing, customization and insertion into a data warehouse.” [VSS02]
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Data topology

Data topology is the physical organization of data with respect to the available execution slots.
According to the pursued optimization, the system can organize data sets as replicated or par-
titioned.

Replicated data Whenever a set of elements is frequently accessed in read mode and its
size is relatively small, the most suitable storage strategy is replication. A copy of the same
information is made available on each node of the cluster and it is updated by broadcasting the
relatively infrequent changes to all the nodes. An advantage of this scheme is that tasks access
with low latency the information and, so, there’s no need to use network communication in order
to retrieve remote data. On the contrary, replication can introduce high overhead to keep copies
up to date and consistent with each other. Also, due to the constraints imposed by the main
memory size, it is not recommended to store a very large number of items since otherwise they
will need to be stored on disk (higher access times).

Partitioned data Partitioning is required when data sets do not fit into a single execution
slot. This storage approach acts by breaking down the original collection of items into disjoint
subsets and by locating them to execution slots. The partitioning approach is also used for
optimizations and efficient parallelization of task executions. This strategy is indeed exploited
when group-operations are performed, e.g. flatMapWithState. Elements belonging to the same
group get collected into the same partition and next computations based on this assumption can
be performed with ease within the execution slot(s) hosting the target items.

The two classes shortly presented above constitute a further data classification. It is im-
portant to note that this categorization is transversal to the one which defines mutability and
immutability. So there exist mutable partitioned data, mutable replicated data as well as im-
mutable partitioned or replicated data.

Action

We define an action as the set of operations generated by the semantic interpretation of a DS
statement. An action is then further broken into smaller subsets of operations, called tasks.
In turn, these chuck of computation are distributed to execution slots. In order to create a
logical arrangement, we say that tasks are executed within execution slots. Presented a bit later,
execution slots can be many for a single physical machine and they can host multiple tasks.
Hence, many tasks, portions of an action or various actions, can run in parallel on the same
machine as long as there are available resource or the planned actions are completed. In general,
an action is considered as the work carried out within the system and which is built by the
interpretation of a DS statement.

Two classes can be defined with respect to actions execution lifespan.

Simple actions As soon as a simple action achieves the goal it was crafted for it is then
discarded. No trace remains into the system made exception for the eventual modifications made
to the state or to the data, computational topologies. The execution plan of an SQL query is
an example of action belonging to this class. Like it also is, the set of operations carried out by
Flink to fetch a queryable state from an operator.
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Continuous actions On the contrary, continuous actions keep on running until dismissed.
Continuous actions are installed and removed from the cluster by designated administrative,
simple actions. Once installed they become part of the permanent system structure. Their role
is to wait for data to be fed as input, perform computations and then emit results as continuous
outputs. They goes under the name of operators when looking at the stream-processor domain.
While,for the database field, they are mapped to the set of operations the engine fulfill to keep
update an SQL view, in turn being the equivalent of transformed data concept.

The action classification can also be done according to the subject they operate on within the
system. Administration actions are those used to change the data types, system schema and
also, by setting up or removing continuous actions, the computational topology. Instead, we
define as data actions those that are mainly focus to operate over data. This classification, like
the one that distinguishes between replicated and partitioned data, is totally independent with
respect to simple and continuous classification aforementioned.

Data action

The concept of actions related to data is specialized into 3 sub-classes according to the objective
they were generated for.

Input actions This type of actions is in charge of reading new data provided as input to
the system. Then, they include them as part of the system by either producing some transformed
data or by altering some state though the insertion of the information. Looking at Flink, we
map this concept to the operations the platform execute when it interprets the DataSource DS
statement. Instead, in the case of VoltDB, we correspond this concept to the operations the
system carries when it has to add new records to a table.

Data transforming actions Data, in the form of state or transformed data, that are part
of the system are modified by data transforming actions. The function they have is crucial for
any system since they are the method to change the internal state (insert, update and delete)
and to produce new transformed data as result of processing transformations.

Output actions Output actions are those operations performed to read information from
the inside of the system and send them out to the outside world. The function they have is
also, looking at the general frame, to transport partial results towards the part of the system in
charge to unite and build up the complete results. For example, in a partitioned data set, these
activities carry the partial information, selected according to a condition, from the partitions
to the node in charge of building the output answer. Moreover, the continuous form of output
actions is the one that provides what are known as output streams in the stream processors
domain.

Administration action

Opposed to data actions, we group all the administrative and system’s management related
commands into the class of administration actions. Within this group we place all the SQL
statements that change a database schema (tables, indexes and views creation as well as the
statements to alter them). For stream processors instead, we consider administrative actions the
operations generated by interpreting API calls of the user application. They are in fact used
to instruct the system on the computational structure to be set up on the platform in order to
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process the data streams. This set of actions extends the concept of simple action since, making
an example for stream processors case, by them we point at all the operations which install or
remove continuous actions but that then will leave no traces on the cluster once performed.

Transaction

A transaction is the logical grouping of read and write operations. The concept born from the
necessity to receive execution guarantees with respect to sets of operations. Applications leverage
the transactions’ functioning to dramatically simplify their internal operation and design. By
them, they can perform constraints’ checkups and eventually modify a status without the worry
to affect, in the meantime of execution, the overall system’s integrity and consistency. During
a transaction execution, two particular statements can be used to express the end of the logical
set of operations: COMMIT and ABORT . They define the successful outcome or the failure
of a transaction. When a COMMIT is attempted by an application, the changes it made are
meant to be saved. Instead, in the case of ABORT , all the modified information has not to be
considered part of the database state. The data management system can also, in turn, impose a
transaction to abort because of conflicts with other concurrent operations or due to the violation
of some consistency constraints.

Tasks

A task is the minimal portion of execution an action can be split into. Tasks result from the
decomposition of actions into smaller units of work that can be sent to workers. Potentially,
copies of the same task are crafted to be run in parallel so as to achieve higher performance. The
computational topology described below is made up by the logical arrangement of tasks that are
sent by the platform engine to execution slots.

Execution slot

An execution slot is a logical processing unit that abstracts computational and memory resource.
This concepts is linked to CPU cores since is a widely employed setup the association of one
execution slot to one logical CPU core.

Computational topology

This concept captures the logical workflow actions are executed by. It encapsulate the physi-
cal workload distribution and its conceptual organization. The computational topology is the
structure originated from chaining multiple actions together into a processing graph or sequence
of stages. Based on which of these two last approaches is used, this concept is extended in two
counterposed alternatives. A static computational topology involves deployment of continuous
tasks to execution slots that stay running and makes data items flows through different execu-
tion slots and workers. Instead, when a dynamic approach is used, the continuous tasks that
are supposed to run on portion of data sets are all deployed to an execution slots and, in order,
scheduled for execution. This last solution accounts more for data locality since processed data
items ideally remains stored within the same execution slot.
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3.2 Operational model

The objective of this section is to capture the operation flow within a system carried out to fulfill
processing and storage needs. During the presentation of this model, new constructs related to
the physical architecture of a system will be described.
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Figure 3.2: Operational model

This scheme aims to propose a model of the platforms’ functioning. Its structure wants to
suggest a reading key that traces, from left to right, an interaction scenario of input, processing
and output of data. The clients, placed on the two sides, are not necessarily different from each
others but instead model the sending of inputs and receiving of outputs.

Clients

Clients are representative for user applications and external processing platforms not part of
modeled system. They are connected to the execution environment through input and output
gateways. Also called connectors, since the they hook up different systems, they are software
components that implement a shared communication channel used to exchange data from and
to the outside world.

Input gateway and dispatcher

The overall model corresponds to systems that works in a distributed fashion. As a consequence,
many are the machines towards which the connectors need to send the input data intended for
processing. We assign the role of data items dispatcher to the input gateway block. Its function
is to settle the problem of towards which worker has to be forwarded the information sent to
the system. In particular it is in charge by the dispatching information it received from the
resource manager component to route the data items towards execution slots within which tasks
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are running. The resource manager, aware of available resources and in charge of balance the
workload fairly, send the required information to the input gateway.

This acquisition block has a further function: it attaches a time to the ingested data items.
This feature is required to be enabled by the continuous input actions that compose this logical
block. The time that gets tied to the passing items is described by the conceptual model as
ingestion time. Indeed, at the input gateway it is the first moment the system can read a new
information.

Lastly, another capability the input gateway encapsulate is to behave as a requests proxy. All
clients requires to have an agreed endpoint towards which send DS statements. Since multiple
masters could simultaneously exist at run-time, the proxy capability is to route the request
towards the right master. So, it indeed acts as stationary and steady interface to outside world
against which clients can send DS statements without caring about master being changed after
a failure.

Output gateway and collector

This component is the dual to the input gateway and has similar functions. Its role is to collect
data from the nodes of the cluster to be sent towards the outside of the system. We model it as
logical gateway. The reason for this is that external systems as well as the clients expect data
to be provided in manageable formats and aggregations. Indeed one of the main goal it has is
to act as aggregator for sparse data that need to be merged or united before leaving the system.
Providing an example, in the case of a database, imagine we want to run an SQL SELECT
query with a WHERE condition. Information to be queried has been partitioned over a cluster
and hence is located into multiple location. After the filtering procedure operated by the nodes,
partial results of the query have to be merged to build the consistent, expected final result. All
the pieces of information are sent to output gateway to be arranged in the correct way to craft
the output the client asked for.

Communication channels

Communication channels are tools by which the data items are moved to the workers, between
them and to the external clients. They are a logical abstraction that is then implemented by
means of actual communication channels such as sockets. They are an important part in the
functioning of system since its by means of them that data are internally moved between execution
slots and from-to input-output gateways.

Task-to-task channel The task-to-task channel is the abstraction we employ to specify
how tasks communicate with each other. In particular, this transportation means is employed
to move single data items to different tasks thus enabling the idea of data flow.

Action-to-action channel We move to a more abstract level to reason about the execution
of actions instead of tasks that compose them. These portions of the overall execution can be
chained together to define a complex transformations. With the action-to-action channel, we
model the logical connection that is built among different actions and that gets used to move
data items towards later transformations.

End-to-end channel We enclosed in this operational model also the abstraction of a logical
end-to-end channel. It describes the interactions between two external clients, usually different
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from each other, that leverage capabilities and guarantees offered by a system to carry a data
item from one side to the other.

Internal system operation

We describe now how the internal aspects of the system work. DS statements and new input
data are the triggers for any computational process. They mutate both the system state and its
behavior. Received and passed over by the input gateway, the new instruction reaches the engine
and according to the semantic it has it gets interpreted generating an action. The latter being a
set of required operations to carry out is split up by the engine into new multiple tasks. Later,
they are sent to execution slots. The policy that regulates how and where arrange the tasks is
enforced by the engine itself and is adjusted according to the collected coordination information.
These last metadata are received from the resource manager. This last component is modeled
separated from the engine since many of the analyzed platforms allow to use external resource
manager tools. (E.g. Hadoop YARN, Apache Mesos and others.). New tasks are received by the
workers, the machines in charge of execution. The worker manager process, presented in the next
architectural model, takes care to assign tasks to the local execution slots. These latter processes,
internally takes care to effectively perform task operations. The execution of a simple action task
can potentially read and/or change the local state. In case it was an part of an administration
action a task execution can result in the setup or removal of other continuous data action tasks.
A continuous data action task can read or change the state while it process incoming data.
The output of an execution slot is made out of coordination information, transformed data
and potentially output data. Coordination information are sent to the resource manager for
processing statistics. Instead, transformed data can be directed either to other execution slots
or towards the output gateway.
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3.3 Architectural model

We model the physical infrastructure and resource allocation with the following architectural
model. This representation defines the places where the computational units of the system
reside and the logic of data allocation on multiple workers.
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Figure 3.3: Architectural model

This layout’s objective is to represent how memory and computational resources are organized
with respect to the architecture of the system. Components that are replicated for fault-tolerance
purposes have not been modeled for clarity of the schema. They will be described in the guar-
antees’ implementations model later presented.

Master and workers

Any machine of the cluster can be used either as a worker or master. Fault tolerant configurations
imply the setup of more than one master node to handle crashes. Their number is usually confined
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to three, indeed two of the alternative masters always remain idle and wait for the main one to
crash. When this happen, an election process starts and a new leader is established among the
two to take the place of the previous master.

Worker manager

However, made exception for few masters, a cluster is mainly made out of worker nodes. These
servers are managed by running a demon process, the worker manager, that comes alongside the
installation of big data processing and storage platforms. The role of this utility process is to
make available the local resource by exchanging coordination information and statistics with the
resource manager and also other worker managers. Moreover it is in charge of instantiating the
required execution slots in the deployment stage.

Execution slots

Software processes running onto workers are employed to host computation and data. We ab-
stract them with the concept of execution slot. They can be multiple on a single same machine.
In this case they communicate using shared memory while, instead, when they run on different
nodes the communication is carried out through the network task-to-task channels as described
in the operational model section 3.2.

What they provide are isolated resource environments that can run tasks as a software threads
by means of thread pool. They also store state as well as transformed data.

Some executions slots have been modeled without internal state or transformed data because
they are thought to host only input / output tasks. They form the input and output gateway
presented into the operational model section 3.2. The execution of continuous input tasks result
in data reading and storing operations that provides sources and sinks for other running tasks.

Engine

The engine is the task builder and planner. Its role is to interpret the semantic of DS statements
and to produce actions and, in turn, split them up into tasks. According to the available workers
and the parallelism required by the action it then formulates an execution plan that is used
to create the desired computational topology as well as to spread the data to form the most
effective data topology. Within the engine, we locate also the execution context. This large state
variable has the important role to store the administrative information for the cluster. It is used
by the engine to store and fetch the current computational topology, the data schema workers
are using and the in place data topology. All these information are useful to interpret and plan
the execution of new DS statements and meaningful tasks.

Resource manager

The resource manager is a subsystem is in charge to handle and administrate all the physical
nodes of the cluster. It manages machines by interacting with the worker managers and provides
the engine information about the platform status, load statistics and task completions. it is
located inside master node since data processing platforms frequently offer this service by them-
selves. However, there alternative deployment scenarios employ external resource managers. In
this case a different system is installed alongside the main stream processor or database. Among
the established resource managers there are YARN, MESOS and Kubertenes.
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Resource allocation and coordination

Alongside the model of a system’s architecture, it is meaningful to argue about how the allocation
strategies can affect the overall system performance and reliability. The following conceptual map
summarizes the effects derived by design choices and implementation methods.

Data allocation
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Figure 3.4: Schema of allocation and coordination strategies

Coordination The performance of a system is determined by the architecture and approaches
adopted in system’s design. They are driven by how many and which guarantees with respect
to the correct execution of operations a system chooses to provide. A critical factor determining
systems’ performance is the coordination model they adopt to provide guarantees in the execu-
tion of highly concurrent operations. Classic approaches like two phase locking (2PL) and Multi
Versioning Concurrency Control (MVCC) are widely adopt by databases. Stream processors, in
turn, started to employ these mechanisms to enforce execution correctness and provide stronger
guarantees. In the study conducted by P. Bailis [BFF+14], they demonstrated that in the vast
majority of cases, a coordination-free approach would take over classic locking methods. Trans-
actions need to be scheduled in a way so that collisions are impossible to happen. The overhead
that would have been caused by locking protocols, required to orchestrate a conflicting execu-
tions, is not present. Without locking, they have shown the possibility to obtain a substantial
increase in execution throughput, thus giving evidence of how optimistic approaches such as
scheduling can overtake pessimistic ones, such as 2PL.

Provisioned resources modification The workload on data-intensive tools varies concerning
the amount of data processed in a time unit and, also, based on the number of external-clients
requests the system has to satisfy. It the case of overload, processing performance can decrease
inducing higher response times. To cope with this problem, system administrators can add
new servers to the cluster. However, not all the tools are able to scale-out in order to leverage
the provided computational power. Data-intensive tools employ optimization algorithms and
abstraction strategies to exploit in the best way available resources. Their architecture and
the adopted functioning mechanism imposes the limitations they have in dynamic resources
management. There are indeed data-intensive that are not able to handle the addition or removal
of new servers and so requiring the restart of running application to re-adjust the workload
balance. For this reason, we argue that an important factor in the existing strategies in resource
allocation is the ability to undergo, at run-time, to modifications in the provisioned resources.
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Data allocation strategy In a distributed systems data sets are stored on multiple servers.
The strategy chosen to split or replicate the information is of fundamental importance for system
performance and computation efficiency. There exist two possibilities. The first approach is to
split up the original entire data set into disjoint subsets. These logical subgroups, named parti-
tions, are positioned over the available nodes so to achieve the higher data-parallelism possible.
The partitioning strategy is also exploited when data sets are very large. By carefully deciding
how to split up the original collection, it is possible to store massive volume of data split into
many chucks. Lastly, the partitioning technique is leveraged by coordination-free guarantees
methodologies to ensure the correctness in execution of concurrent operations, sequentially or-
ganized for each partition, that will never conflict with each other since physically separated
[BFF+14].

The other strategy for data allocation is replication. In this case, a portion of data is copied
identically to multiple nodes. By creating many replicas, system performance can improve since
clients, and also internal operations, can access in parallel copies of the same data. Data-intensive
tools achieve higher execution-parallelism when support this allocation strategy. However, when
it is exploited in the wrong way, replication also introduces disadvantages such as execution
overhead and discrepancies in the read information. Multiple replicas must be kept synchronized
with each other, so to do not undermine the execution correctness of those clients accessing
multiple replicas and pretending to read a consistent version.

Static allocation The paradigms adopted in distributed architectures always involve the
choice to either keep stationary the data or the computation. The data-intensive tools that
decide to maintain data saved over the nodes do employ the network to send the transformations
to the nodes. This involves a schedule-based processing approach, like Map-Reduce, since it
requires the operations to be scheduled in some order to apply reasonable transformations in
parallel to each data set.

With the opposite approach, it is the calculation that is kept stationary on the nodes. The
previous method acted by scheduling and sending through the network the stages of processing.
In this one, the stages are instead statically distributed over the nodes and they take the name
of operators. They consist of a function that applies transformations to the data and that gets
executed continuously. To build up complex transformations, multiple operators are logically
connected to form processing pipeline. In this approach, the data are moved from one operator
to the other to, through numerous transformations, go to constitute the output result.
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3.4 Guarantees model

The following diagram shows an hierarchy of the guarantees employed to ensure correct execution,
reliability, and durability in data managing systems. The objective is to clarify to the reader
which definition in the literature we are referring to by cutting out possible ambiguities originated
from multiple similar yet different definitions.
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Figure 3.5: Guarantees model

These lattices sketch partial orders based on the semantic “strength” of guarantees considered
by this study. The schema reports only a subset of all the existing levels of guarantees since listing
them all it is not our objective neither would be useful to characterize the data-intensive tools
analyzed. However, all of those used by the platforms are here reported and ordered.

In this model, we considered both ACID guarantees, native of the database domain, and
also those required in distributed contexts such as the one of the data-intensive tools studied.
The replication consistency and guarantees in communication, such as ordering and delivery of
exchanged messages, are very relevant in any distributed system.

Atomicity

The guarantee of atomicity ensures that either all or none of the operations belonging to the same
transaction succeed. If completion turns out to be partial due to failures or errors, then none of
the already performed changes has to be visible to any of the other operations. In distributed
systems, atomicity property is particularly difficult to be guaranteed without compromising
performance. Its implementation is often done by the use of locking-protocols (e.g. two-phase
locking) for execution synchronization. However, recent paradigms provide atomicity by means
of coordination-free approaches. In this case, a transaction is required to be scheduled in same
order with respect to concurrent operations at all the replicas, so that either all or none of its
instances will succeed.
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Consistency constraints

The consistency notion to which the ACID acronym refers is about data contents consistency.
This property derives from the fact that databases can guarantee that operations performed by
users do not violate constraints defined over the data contents. Also, thanks to the rigid data
structure, they allow defining constraints such as referential integrity, uniqueness, mandatory
presence of values, and user-defined special checks. In some situations, a system is said to provide
consistency constraints when it support cascading aborts. With this function, the system verifies
new data or changes against all the imposed consistency constraints. If it discovers a violation,
even partial, then the data management system proceeds to restore the last coherent state by
doing a cascading rollback of all the modified information.

To avoid the name clash with the concept of consistency of replicas, below described, we will
point to ACID consistency through the term ”consistency constraints”. This guarantee can be
either provided or not and has no intermediate levels.

Isolation

The isolation guarantee constrains the interleaving of simultaneous operations execution. It
focuses on the prevention of conflicts, later defined as anomaly phenomena, that can happen due
to concurrent access to the same data.

In order to describe what kind of isolation guarantees exist, it is fundamental to first define
the nature of anomaly phenomena so to then, describe isolation levels in terms of prevented
anomalies.

Anomaly phenomena Anomaly phenomena are the reason for inconsistent results as well
as misleading data readings. They happen because simultaneous transactions perform read and
writes operation in a certain sequence. They were first defined from ANSI SQL-92 standard
[X3.92] that, later, has been proven to be inaccurate and incomplete. Berenson and his team
[BBG+95] found two more existing anomalies (Dirty write and Lost update) and improved their
formal definition.

We below report the reads and writes operations so to exemplify the conflict situations.
A write operation w, performed by the transaction 1 to a datum x will be written as w1[x].
Analogously, a read performed by the same transaction on the same datum is written as r1[x].
A read operation, performed on a collection matching the predicate P , has the notation r1[P ].

P0 w1[x] ... w2[x] ... (c1 or a1) Dirty Write

P1 w1[x] ... r2[x] ... (c1 or a1) Dirty Read

P2 r1[x] ... w2[x] ... (c1 or a1) Fuzzy or Non-Repeatable Read

P3 r1[P ] ... w2[y in P ] ... (c1 or a1) Phantom

P4 r1[x] ... w2[x] ... w1[x] c1 Lost update

P0 – Dirty Write This was a missing phenomena in the ANSI-SQL definitions. It sees a
transaction T1 changing a datum x. Then a transaction T2 modifies the same datum before T1

can perform a COMMIT or ABORT . An issue arise in case either T1 or T2 performs a ABORT
since it becomes uncertain what should be the correct value written to x.
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P1 – Dirty Read (ANSI A1) In this situation a transaction T2 reads a value that is
uncertain. In case of T1 ABORT the value read for datum x is inconsistent with the actual
value.

P2 – Fuzzy or Non-Repeatable Read (ANSI A2) A transaction T1 reads the value of
x but immediately after a transaction T2 update this value. It turns out that T1 in any situation
of COMMIT or ABORT has in its hands n out of date value.

P3 – Phantom (ANSI A3) When this phenomena occurs, a transaction T1 performs a
read of multiple data items based on a search condition P . Subsequently, T2 write a new datum
that would have matched the predicate P and hence should have been either read by T1 or
written only after T1 end.

P4 – Lost update This type of anomaly happen when a transaction T1 reads a data item
x followed by another transaction T2 that updates x. Later, T1 performs a write over x possibly
based on the previously read value and updates the data item, then commits. Thus, this lead to
the lost of the value written to x by the transaction T2.

Isolation levels In the following table we summarize the existing isolation levels defined by
means of prevented and possible anomalies.

Prevented anomalies Possible anomalies

Serializable - All - None

Snapshot isolation

- Phantom updates (reads only)
- Read skew
- Dirty reads
- Dirty writes

- Write skew

Read committed
- Dirty reads
- Dirty writes

- Write skew
- Phantom updates
- Read skew

Read uncommitted - Dirty writes

- Write skew
- Phantom updates
- Read skew
- Dirty reads

Table 3.1: Isolation levels

The definitions just above reported are however constrained to pessimistic implementations
such as locking. To overcome the problem and give more room to optimistic and coordination-
free schemes a new set of specifications has been formalized in the work ”Generalized Isolation
Level Definitions” [ALO00]. This paper provides implementation-independent definitions and
with them a new generalized version of (portable) isolation levels.

Durability

The guarantee of durability gives the certainty that once a transaction has been successfully
completed, the changes it has made will not be lost even in case of a system’s failure. More
precisely, durability property is defined in terms of tolerance to failures. Based on the methods
adopted to achieve fault-tolerance some durability classes can be outlined. In decreasing order
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with respect to provided guarantees and performance we define the replicated – same state,
recoverable – same state and recoverable – valid state guarantees.

Replicated – same state Replicated systems are those characterized by the lower recovery
time. Multiple replicas of data are created in order to overcome failures almost without affecting
the processing. In case of failure, the workload is redirected to an healthy replica and clients
experience only an increase in latency response. Replication strategy is also used to improve
system performance. Multiple copies of the same data are in this case exploited to run in
parallel multiple read operations.

However, replicated system are better characterize by the notion of F-fault tolerance. Repli-
cation guarantee is the contract requiring that at least F +1 replicas have saved the changes and
so F faults can simultaneously occur being the stored information still safe. When a replica fails,
the system takes care to create another copy of the no longer available one. In an hypothetical
extreme case, data is still guaranteed to be durable even with only one copy survived.

Recoverable – same state A different approach to durability involves the making of a backup
of the intermediate system’s state. In case of failure the saved state can be restore and the
execution. By this approach, the computation is starter over from the exact same point that was
saved during the saving of the state.

Recoverable – valid state A slightly different class of durability is derived by relaxing the
constraint of above presented one. Some application scenario tolerate to resume execution after a
failure from a state that wasn’t the original one. However, it has to be a valid version, acceptable
for the execution’s correctness. By this durability guarantee it is not required that the recovery
procedure will restore the same exact state present before the failure.

Replication consistency

Replication consistency is the guarantee ensuring that different instances of the same data are
up to date with the same information after changes to one of the copies occur. In the analyzed
data-intensive tools replication is widely employed to provide both fault-tolerance and higher
execution throughput by parallel accesses.

Below we describe the consistency guarantees that we encountered in the systems we analyzed.

Sequential consistency When the replicas consistency is ensured to be sequential, a client
connecting to any of them is guaranteed to see the outcomes of performed operations as if they
were executed in some sequential order.

Eventual consistency By eventual consistency, all the replicas are guaranteed to receive
sooner or later the updates performed to the data at any of the replicas. When no new write
operation is performed over a datum, the following reads eventually will return the last version
of the value.[PV16] To implement eventual consistency synchronization mechanism deterministic
re-ordering technique are employed to obtain convergence of simultaneous updates. One strategy
is called last-write-wins (LWW) and it acts by tagging with a temporal identifier the latest write
made. Since no global clock exists this identifier is usually constituted by the combination of
nodes’ ids and their logical clocks. Another approach to reach replicas’ convergence is to express
data modifications by means of commutative operations and broadcast them to all the replicas.
This approach is employed by conflict-free replicated data type (CRDT) to solve replication
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consistency issues, still providing the possibility to update independently and concurrently any
of the replicas without coordination.

Communication

We define which are the guarantees related to the communication and in particular that are
provided with respect to the communication channels described in the operational model in
section 3.2. The transmission of a data item through a communication channel is fundamental
to be reliable for the correctness of overall execution. This is where communication guarantees
comes into play. When we consider fault-tolerant systems we also have to account for failure and
subsequent recovery procedures. No part of the communication can be assumed fully reliable or
behaving the way we expect. Hence none of these is immune from failures, also the client can
in fact crash too. The number of workers within a cluster can be very large and along with this
number grows the likelihood of hardware failures both of the servers and of the network facilities
required to connect them.

We below describe the existing levels in terms of the number data item copies that is guaran-
teed to be delivered. Moreover, we describe the ordering guarantee that analyzed system enforce
in the communication channels.

Delivery The sending of a data item may not be followed by the receipt of it on the other
side; the communication channel could crash in the meantime. Efforts in development of reliable
communication channels capable of tolerating faults on all three fronts such as client, channel
itself and server have led to the clear distinction of three types of delivery guarantees.

At least once. This guarantee provides the guarantee to deliver the data item to the
recipient at least once. This leaves open the possibility that more than one copy of the same
data item is delivered to the recipient. This anomaly arises from the situation in which a crash
occurred in the communication channel and the recovery procedure, seeing a pending data item,
delivers it one more time. Another condition in which it may happen this phenomena is when
the client does not receive confirmation his data item has been received and therefore decides to
send it again.

At most once. In this situation the delivery of the data item is guaranteed at most once,
thus leaving open the possibility that the data item will never be delivered. This case can
occur when a client send a data item to a recipient that suddenly crashes after sending back the
confirmation of receipt. When the recipient resumes from crash it will be like the data item has
never been received.

Exactly once. This level derives from the sum of the two previous guarantees which, put
together, make up the constraint that a data item sent must be received exactly once. This type
of guarantee has been proven to be impossible to achieve in the more general sense. Systems
claiming to support it do so under the assumptions of configurations made by means of other
reliable systems.

Ordering Several servers within a distributed system communicate and coordinate each others
through the exchange of data items. Ordering of received massages affect decisions and produced
results. Therefore it is of fundamental importance to define whether or not ordering between
data items is guaranteed to be preserved. We define the ordering of data items in relation to the
one preserved in the communication channels describe in the operational model section 3.2.
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FIFO The First In First Out policy requires that if a set of data items is sent from the
sender in some order then the same order is the one seen by the receiver(s). In this case the
ordering at the receiver is the one of the sender but potentially it is interspersed with other data
items from different senders.

FIFO by key The more general FIFO guarantee can be weakened by specifying the bound-
aries within which it is provided. Distributed data-intensive tools employs the technique of par-
titioning to split large data sets into sub portions. In turn, these are exploited both to physically
arrange the data on multiple nodes and to maintain data items that are related to each other
together in the same partition. However, the elements within a set can be moved to different
partitions due the transformation performed that might rearrange them with a different criteria.
In the rearrangement, if the original order of the source partition is preserved we say that the
system ensure FIFO by key ordering.
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3.5 Guarantees’ implementations

The following characterization captures the details about design implementations adopted by
systems to enforce guarantees. We provide an abstraction and modeling frame to localize ap-
proaches and protocols utilized to accomplish the claimed guarantees.
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Figure 3.6: Guarantees’ implementations model

Atomicity

The atomicity guarantee can be implemented either by coordination-free approach such as
scheduling or via the coordination-based method of 2 phase commit (2PC) protocol.

According to the types of operations performed and data accessed by a transaction, we report
the classification made by [SMA+07] for types of execution plans:

• Single-sited The scheduling can ensure that a transaction takes place on a single physical
node, which can autonomously determine the outcome of that transaction.

• One-shot The scheduling can decompose the transaction body into a set of execution
portions that the nodes can autonomously and safely execute without coordination.

When all the transactions fall either in the class single-sited or in one-shot then each of
them can be sent to the related replica and and executed. This will ensure that copies of the
transaction execution sent to all the replicas will either commit or abort all. Locally, each of
them will be confident that other parallel instances will end up with the same outcome.

However, when the scheduling is not an option due to the transaction structure complexity,
coordination-base methodologies have to be employed to ensure atomicity. The two phase commit
(2PC) is a distributed algorithm that is employed to coordinate parallel instances in the execution
of atomic transactions. Its design ensure the effectiveness in achieving the goal even in case of
failure (in most of the situations no manual intervention is required). It consists of two phases:
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1. The voting phase requires a coordinator to prepare all the sites involved in the transaction
to take necessary steps in either committing or aborting. In this step, all parties involved
are called to vote for either commit or abort based on the their local execution outcome.

2. In the commit phase instead, the coordinator which collected all the votes from the partic-
ipants decides whether to allow or not the distributed commit. In the situation in which
even only one of the parties involved voted for abort, all the others are asked for abort too.
If instead, the voting ended up in all the parties agreeing on commit, then the coordinator
communicate the outcome and the commit take place.

Isolation

There are two main approaches to provide isolation guarantee. At first, operations can be
scheduled so that, even if executed concurrently, they do not interfere with each other originating
anomaly phenomena. In this case, a careful scheduling is required and it leverages the same
technique described for atomicity based on the type of execution plan required to perform the
transaction.

The other approach to isolation is conflict handling. In this case, different methods can be
used to avoid the presence of anomalies derived by simultaneous accesses to the same data.

Locking Locking is a synchronization mechanism that enforces access limits of a resource in
scenarios where there are multiple contenders. In particular, the locking technique is applied by
means of the 2 phase locking protocol (2PL) that is a concurrency control method to provide
the serializable isolation level.

The protocol allows transactions to acquire locks over modified resources so to deny concurrent
accesses by other transactions. Its behavior can be summarized in two phases:

1. With the expansion phase locks can only be acquired and none of them can be released.

2. The shrinking phase instead allow only to release locks and once started no locks can be
acquired again by the transaction.

MVCC The Multiversion Concurrency Control is a method employed to provide concurrent
access to the versions of the same resource. This concurrency control method provides consistent
views with respect to points ”in time”. Indeed, if a transaction is reading some data that
gets modified in the meantime by another simultaneous operation, it could happen that the
transaction will read half-modified pieces of information. To solve this problem one possibility
is to make wait the write operation for the read to finish, but in this case, we would be using
a locking mechanism as described above. Instead, if we choose to make the read continue in its
process, we can save the new changes from the write as a ”new version” of the same data. Later
reads will then read the new version but concurrent one will still continue to read a consistent
version. MVCC is indeed employed to provide the snapshot level of isolation.

Timestamp-based resolution The timestamp-based approach uses timestamps to serialize
the concurrent executions of transactions. This algorithm ensures that in case of conflicting
reads and writes their execution happens in timestamp order. Older operations are always given
higher priority and hence are executed at first. Opposed to locking approaches, that manages the
order between the conflicting transactions before their execution, the timestamp-based approach
handle conflicts as soon as they are detected. This strategy employs timestamps to verify whether
modified data are causing anomaly phenomena. When no conflict is detected transactions are
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allowed to commit and conclude their execution successfully. On the contrary, if by checking
timestamps of modifications, the system detects a conflict, one of the transactions is immediately
aborted.

Durability

Data durability can be guaranteed with two diverse strategies Command Logging [MWMS14]
or Write Ahead Logging [MHL+92]. Command Logging approach acts by storing a copy of the
performed operations with their input data. This fast method has a very low footprint in the
execution but has the side effect to require a bit more of computation in the recovery procedure
after a failure. In fact, when it is required to restore a state the previously saved operations
are replayed so to reproduce what happened in the same order and obtain the same final result.
However, since histories of commands can very too long frequent snapshots of the system state
have to be performed in addition to this method so to flush older parts of execution histories.
To implement the command logging strategy both checkpointing and replication are adopted.

Write Ahead Logging is a technique employed to provide durability as it is Command Logging
but acts in a different way. It focuses on the state of the system instead of the commands executed
to change it. All modification made by operations are first recorded into a log and then they
gets applied to the state of actual system state. It is implemented by means of data replication.

Checkpoint The checkpointing technique consists of saving a snapshot of the system state
every predefined amount of time or in case of direct requests for it. This approach is employed
to provide fault tolerance and hence data durability. Applications or processing portions can
resume execution from the last point that was saved before the failure. This feature is crucial
for the long-running computation.

Replication Data replication is used to ensure durability by creating multiple copies the same
information. In case one of the replicas is lost due to a hardware or software failure, it gets
recreated to a healthy location so to ensure tolerance for the next eventual failure. The data
replication should be transparent by external users but it is internally exploited to achieve higher
performance by means of simultaneous data accesses.

Replication consistency

Two replication strategies exist. With active replication, replicas perform read or writes operation
and based on which of them is allowed to carry out write operations we distinguish the single or
multi-leader types.

Instead, the strategy of passive replication acts by making plain duplicates of data sets to
guarantee durability in case of failure. This technique creates backup copies that later can be
used during recovery procedures to restore the system state.

Single leader In this configuration, only one of the replicas, the leader, can accept and execute
write operations to change data. All the other replicas are allowed only to execute read operations
thus favoring higher performance.

Multi leader With multi leader replication, more than one replica is allowed to execute both
read and write operations. This implementation is more suitable for applications with high rates
of write operations that might tolerate weaker consistency constraints.
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Communication

In a centralized system software processes can exchange information with each other making the
assumption of fully reliable communication channel .In fact, this supposition turns out to be
valid as long as the system does not present any fault. In the latter situation the processes would
also be interrupted as well and they would not communicate further. In a distributed scenario
no reliability assumption can be made about the communication channel. Data-intensive tools
implement techniques and protocols to provide more reliable communication between distributed
portions of the processing.

Communication delivery

The delivery of a sent data item is not obvious if the communication channel is subject to
breakdowns. As it is not, the delivery of a single copy of the sent data item in case the strategies
adopted in failure recovery do not consider for the re-delivery issue of the same data item.

Transaction The mechanism employed to guarantee a single and exact delivery of one data
item is the transaction. The coordination between sender and receiver is fundamental to guar-
antee a data item has been sent and actually received. By means of transactions it is possible
to detect whether a sent data item has been actually delivered to, processed and saved by the
receiver. The latter would indeed commit the transaction confirming the successful outcome only
after it has the guarantee that data item has been processed or saved in a fault tolerant way. In
the case it crashes in the middle of receiving a data item and committing the system can infer the
delivery is not succeeded. Moreover, the same deduction is done in case of the communication
channel fails and the data item get lost or in case the sender crashes.

Snapshot By means of distributed snapshots, the data-intensive tools are able to understand
in case of failure which where the data items sent and that potentially went lost in failures. In
this situation, the recovery procedure restores the state saved before and replays the data items
marked as sent but for which there is no evidence of delivery. However, this method does not
guarantee alone that a data item would not be delivered twice in case of receivers’ crashes before
the next snapshot.

Communication order

Data and coordination data items are sent through the network to allow workload execution in a
distributed fashion. However, the data items sent are subject to the routing mechanisms of the
network infrastructures. This means that the order of data items at the sender is not guaranteed
to be the same seen by receiver. The packets’ congestions, as well as network hardware failures
and recovery, can cause part of the sent data items to take different paths and arrive at the
destination no more ordered the same way they were sent.

Watermarks Stream processors at first leveraged the concept of watermarking. They need
to handle data coming from multiple sources that, generating data, send them through the
network. In many cases, it happens that the transferring procedure introduces random delays in
the journey of a data item. The receiving of datum at a later time with respect to the currently
received data items is known as a late arrival. A watermark is a particular data item flagged with
a timestamp which indicates that no other older data has been generated after it. Thanks to its
content, when a watermark is received the system is notified that all late arrivals with respect
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to the timestamp transported have not be considered. The sequential reception of watermarks
marks the flow of what are called epochs.

Retraction Ordering of received data influence produced results. This fact is even more true
when the transformations and processing performed is base on the event time and late arrivals
occur. We remind that a the late arrival phenomena happen when, due to network-introduced
delays, a data item arrives longer later with respect to when it was generated. With the retraction
technique, emitted results can be treated again to fix imprecise or partial outputs by including
data items arrived later. The downstream system to the one that employs retraction has to
support this technique. Indeed, it has to cope with the possibility that an input, coming from the
upstream processing, can be changed at any time to improve its correctness. The implementation
of this mechanism involves the attachment of further information, the metadata, to a result.
Metadata allows systems receiving processed data items to understand whether they are meant
to be a result, an update, or a delete operation for the already received outputs.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

The goal of this project is to characterize data-intensive tools in terms of adopted computational
paradigms and provided functionalities expressiveness. During our study, we identified critical
scenarios that analytical tools, such as stream and batch processors, have a lot of difficulties
to implement. These type of data-intensive tools are indeed mainly able to materialize asyn-
chronously computed results. They have very limited capabilities and provided minor features in
satisfying on-demand processing requests. On the contrary, the databases excel in the support
of synchronous iterations such as queries; they are less efficient in stream processing operations
even though they can perform them.

Since the objective of this thesis work is not to evaluate performance, we mainly directed our
focus on the deeply understand of expressiveness limitations by reproducing with other tools an
application case.

We decided to re-implement a demonstrative application taken from the examples collection of
VoltDB1. In this section, we will present some of the experiments conducted and the encountered
limitations. We will also explain the solutions we employed to adapt the original application
architecture to different functioning mechanisms.

4.1 The Metrocard application

The scenario we used employed was take from the VoltDB demonstrative examples. The Metro-
card application manages the entrance service of the underground turnstiles of a hypothetical
metropolitan transportation company. With respect to the database schema, the data entities
defined are the following.

Station The station entity saves the name of the station and the fare amount that must
be charged to the user for the entrance to the underground at that location.

Card The card is representative for a user in the system and holds the residual money
amount the user has. One of the field characterize the nature of payment plan the card is
subject to. At first the card can be simply used in pay per use mode. Each time a swipe is
attempt to enter a turnstile the entrance will be permitted only if the card residual amount is
greater than or equal to station fare. The second payment plan is subscription. Users are always

1https://github.com/VoltDB/voltdb/tree/master/examples
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allowed to enter any metro station, regardless of the fare, until the subscription period expiration
is not over.

The benchmark crafted by the example simulates high velocity transaction processing for the
metro cards entering multiple metro stations. A set up stage before the benchmark execution is
in charge to create 50.000 fake cards and to load the 60 stations so to have an initial state. Then,
the benchmark execution is made of transactions with different objectives. At first, the majority
of them tries to swipe randomly picked cards at arbitrary stations simulating the users’ entrances
attempts. This submit to the service requests for swipes that can receive either a positive or
negative responses. When a card holds a valid subscription plan or has sufficient credit to enter
the station the application reply with a positive answer. Instead, when either these conditions
ar not met or the card (randomly picked) does not exist a negative answer is sent back. Lastly,
to simulate a more realistic scenario, some transactions are in charge to, during the benchmark,
create new cards, top-up some of them with credit replenishes as also submit renewals of the
subscriptions.

4.2 The different interaction mode

The interaction with an asynchronous execution system, like stream processors are, require dif-
ferent interaction ways with respect to synchronous call. An application interacting with a
database usually saves and reads data through direct requests. This approach outlines an ac-
tive, synchronous and request-based interaction method that makes the application wait for the
expected answer as a reply to the request submitted. However, asynchronous systems do not
behave in the same way. The sending of a request, is not necessarily immediately followed by an
answer. The system takes note of the request, perform the processing and later it makes available
the answer for the client to be read. But, it is up to the client again act in the first place and read
the result. The change in the interaction modality described above is what had lead to the first
failure in the attempt to replicate the same synchronous approach of the database application
on an asynchronous system. The original queries had to be reshaped in a different form so to be
sent as data to the system. We have tried as much as possible to do not change the application
semantics by the queries’ conversion. We materialized the requests by emulating the invocations
with single data-items. In turn, each one of them had to produce as output the result expected
by the originally submitted queries.
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4.3 Apache Flink experiments

Static load of data

The first problem we have to solve was to load the initial data employed by the benchmark such
as stations and cards. These entities are loaded in the preparation stage and are then used by
the simulation to generate a workload in the system.

With some of the data-intensive tools it was possible to load directly from file the stations.
For example, in the case of Flink we tried to exploit the provided Table API.

Figure 4.1: CSV file loading by means of Flinks’ Table API

The attempt shown in ?? was created to load the data of stations ans so to perform event
enrichment. Databases employ the SQL join operation to fetch results by linking related data to
each others. Unfortunately, besides what is stated by the documentation of Flink, Table APIs
are not fully interchangeable with Stream APIs since we encountered the runtime error reporting
that “OrderedTables can not be converted to appendStreams”

After this first attempt we needed to change the way stations were ”statically” loaded. A simple
yet effective solution was to send the stations as a data stream before starting the benchmark.
They can be saved by internal variables state and it would be as if they were statically loaded.
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Figure 4.2: Stations loading as stream in DataSource class

This approach was successful and allowed us to stream the stations entity into the system.
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Flink SQL client

In the Flink project, a tool called SQL client allows submitting pure SQL queries to the cluster.
This standalone client runs within the shell and leveraging the Flink’s Table & SQL API it
executes queries written in SQL language. However, its functioning is based on a table program
that must be written either in Java or Scala. Moreover, a configuration must be provided with
the execution of the tool to declare to the systems source and sink tables and the schema they
have.

Despite the strong limitations that can be inferred by its documentation page, we decided to
investigate this tool anyway. We wanted to understand if it would have been useful in reproducing
the Metrocard application by means of the same queries adopted in the original scenario.

Figure 4.3: Flink SQL client interface

We managed to load static tables by means of the required configuration. Very simple queries
were possible and we managed to perform some example of user-defined function from the doc-
umentation. However, this tool turned out to be quite limited provided functionalities and
expressiveness of queries that were supported. In many situations, we got errors reporting that
the query was not still supported, thus suggesting this tool is still very limited and in too early
development stage.
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Figure 4.4: Error returned in the execution of a query due to unsupported SQL statements.

Queriable operator state

We wanted to understand capabilities in a new functionality of Apache Flink. This features-rich
stream processor allows, by mean of specific APIs, a client not belonging to the execution cluster
to query an operator state.

With this experiment we test the feasibility of synchronous interaction with the deployed
operators. The idea was to save the cards state to single operators and change it by sending
”materialized” queries as input data items.

Figure 4.5: The map function class to implement queryable state variable

The code above reported show the implementation of the map function. Each station on
which the map function is applied increments a counter. The latter will be queried when the
client connects to this operator.
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Figure 4.6: The map function applied on the input stations stream

When new data streams are sent as input they could be split up into multiple partitions. Flink
could decide to apply data-parallelism on the stream and by this the idea of a single operator
holding all the stations wouldn’t work. To solve this issue, we forced the system to create a
single partition and thus to save all the stations to only one site. This is exactly the role of the
function keyBy in the above code. Lastly, instead of saving the stations that would have required
to implement complex data structures extending Flink’s APIs, for the sake of pure testing we
saved only the count of stations.

After describing how the streaming application had to manage the state, we implement the
client to query it.

Figure 4.7: The client performing the query to the ValueState variable of the operator

Flink queriable state works by referencing the exact operator the state is stored by. For this
reason, it is required for the client to now the JobID that correspond to the Flink’s JobManager
holding the execution of the operator’s task. With the identifier, only available at runtime when
the map function is deployed, a client can submit the request to fetch a state by stating the
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”query name”. This parameter is used to identify which state query among the possible many
present on a single operator.

Unfortunately, this mode of interaction in querying an operators’ state was not scalable enough
and with sufficient ease to fully implement the Metrocard application. It would have required long
and inefficient workarounds to retrieve by the client entities stored by an operator. In fact, the
serialization and deserialization procedures required to transmit programming objects through
the network would have been very complex to implement for the stations and cards. Moreover, the
querying approach wouldn’t have scaled properly to be comparable with the VoltDB application
performance. The client, after querying, would have been required to implement by itself the
benchmark and send the new ”materialized” queries as data items to the streams.

The synchronous interaction with the external environment could not be feasible for common
applications’ implementations. We decide to move to another approach adapting the application
functioning to work in an asynchronous matter. Query invocations have been materialized as
input events to the system. They are handled thanks to a filtering applied on the generic
data structure by which different types of entities can be distinguished. Moreover, in order to
employ this method, we had to make a further adaptation due to the APIs implementation
constraints. Flink applications require to know which are the input data structure in order to
correctly deserialize them. Our testing scenario have different data structures since they can be
either Stations, Cards or materialized queries like CardSwipes, ReplenishCard. The problem of
sending heterogeneous formats through a standardized channel was solved by utilizing a constant
generic structure. By means of a Tuple3, a simple but customizable type, we have been able to
send diverse entities to the system that then were deserialized thanks to the information carried
by the first field of the tuple.

For static data loading, in this scenario we employed the method described earlier of stream
into the system data before starting the benchmark. In the below reported case, this approach
has been adopted for Stations and Cards loading.

The broadcast stream and state operator We investigate more on how to perform the
event-enrichment activity in the most generalized way as to conform the database capability to
do so. By Flink functionalities we discovered the broadcast stream feature. This API allows
to specify a data flow to be sent in broadcast to all the operators. Then, the stream on which
the broadcasted one is connected can be processed by a particular map function able to handle
both broadcasted items and regular ones. The stations, since broadcasted are received by all the
operators which in turn store them in a Map data structure. Then when a CardSwipe is received,
made the assumption that stations have been streamed before any other data, the map function
performs the event-enrichment by attaching the station fare attribute to the CardSwipe.
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Figure 4.8: Station stream broadcasted and event-enrichment performed on CardSwipes.
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After the stations load, the next problem was to save the card as system state. Stream
processors do not provide explicit functionalities to handle this concept. We decided to store
the card entity by means of a variable in the map function scope. In doing so, the consequence
is that there must be one operator holding one card and as a consequence it is of fundamental
importance to let the system know to do not send two different cards to the same operator. We
achieve this objective by partitioning the input stream using as key the card id. This strategy
was very helpful and effective also to send the queries intended to modify the card state (such as
CardSwipes) towards the correct operator. Indeed all the entities, made exception for stations,
are directed towards parallel instances of the card state operator according to the card id.

Figure 4.9: The handling of materialized queries by means of the map state function and emission
of results.
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Figure 4.10: The map function employed to store the card state and execute materialized queries
– part 1.
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Figure 4.11: The map function employed to store the card state and execute materialized queries
– part 2.
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Statistics computation Each CardSwipe attemp in the Metrocard application leave a trance
of its outcome. A table Activities record all the logs of successful and unsuccessful card swipes.
Then by means of aggregation views over this table, some statics such as number of swipes
per second are calculated. The VoltDB SQL dialect allows with a special syntax to express
conditional constructs in the evaluation of some columns during group operations. This feature
was employed also in the computation of statistics and brought some additional complexity during
the reimplementation by means of queries over streams. We processed the resulting stream by
leveraging interoperability of Stream APIs and Table APIs. It has been useful indeed to retrace
the same operations done by VoltDB in SQL by means of equivalent APIs in Flink.

The following code snippet demonstrate the statistics computation.

Figure 4.12: Calculation of statistics over results stream

Results

After the benchmark re-implementation we tested its performance. The simulation has been run
for 1 minute in order to have a mean value of the operations throughput.

The resulted throughput is 203704 operations performed per second. The value is comparable
to the average one from the execution of VoltDB benchmark. However, in this case, no trans-
actional guarantee is provided by Flink since it lacks of their support. VoltDB instead provides
throughput values measured by transactions / sec which could be considered more valuable since
the stronger execution guarantee of transactions.

4.4 Apache Spark experiments

Spark provide a set of APIs called “structured streaming” to implement stream functionalities by
means of micro-batching. We tried even for this system to replicate the Metrocard app example
so to highlight expressiveness and feasibility limitations. We adapted the meaning of procedures
done in the case of VoltDB application to the one offered by Spark.

In the testing made with Spark we employed the same compromised adopted in Flink. Since
the asynchronous nature of stream processing we decided once again to materialize queries to
the system as if they were input data.
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Structured streaming data frame

The data structure abstraction employed in the structured stream APIs is the data frame. It
resemble the databases’ table concept but improving the flexibility and supporting streaming-
related notions. This tabular frame can have in its columns sub structures that still are treated
as tables. Thus, it is possible to have sets of nested columns as type of an outer column.

However, its flexibility and expressiveness gets limited by the complexity in automatic de-
serialization of heterogeneous structures such as those we want to send as input to the system.
Every stream processor, indeed, tries to understand the data format it receives by, when stated,
trying to deseriliaze received data. In our situation we need to send different entities through the
input stream and, as occurred in Flink, some issues mined our work in doing so. The first idea
has been to exploit nested structures to send entities as did in Flink as generic types and, later in
the processing, describe to the system how to handle these data structure. However, each item in
data frames is deserialized entirely in one single process when it is employed in transformations.
Due to this constraint in the functioning of this functionality we decided to flatten the entities
schema into one single table reporting the columns of all of them. An additional column was
employed to recognize which kind of entity did correspond to the row.

Figure 4.13: Reading of a stream from socket in Spark and unpacking of the structure to the
DataFrame type of Structured Streaming

A declarative SQL test

Spark SQL is a Spark module for structured streaming. It provides interfaces with information
about both the data and computation being performed. This abstraction package allow to
perform SQL queries over data sets by using same execution engine of the Dataset API when
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computing a result.

By the performed experiments with this module we wanted to understand if it was possible
to express the data transformation logic employed in Flink to develop the same Metrocard
application.

Back to the imperative streaming approach

After the failing declarative method we decided to explore the feasibility in remplementig the
Metrocard appplication by means of the regular structured streaming API without SQL.

Broadcast variable for static event enrichment To perform the join operation once again
we leveraged the equivalent technique in stream processing of event-enrichment. At first, it was
necessary to load the stations into each operator so to, then, be able to pick the station add its
fare to the card swipe in the dataflow.

However, the broadcast stream feature from Flink is not supported by Spark. The more
similar concept the framework provides is the a broadcast variable. This API allows at once to
load a data set when the application is starting, and to send it to whichever operator that require
to read it. Unfortunately, the loaded data can not be altered once they have been read from the
source file. Thus, the data can not be modified once the application is started. We loaded the
stations as a broadcast variable accepting the fact that this solution limits the possibilities of
the original Metrocard example. Stations in that case could be modified by simply updating the
table they were stored into. Next joins would have read the updated data. In the case of Spark,
a station update would required to restart the entire application in order to load the update and
accordingly perform the event-enrichment of card swipes.

Figure 4.14: Reading of stations and broadcasting of the state variable containing them.

After the creation of a broadcast variable its content is made available by the framework
to the operators. We use it as show below to select the right station during the map function
invocation and perform event enrichment with the station fare information added to the card
swipe record.
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Figure 4.15: Event-enrichment function adding the station fare to card swipes.
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The flatMapGroupsWithState After the event enrichment, we focused on saving the cards
as state thus with also the card remaining credit. One more time we exploit the mechanism of
partitioning to differentiate the cards and operations destined to them towards separate opera-
tors. Each operate is in charge of storing one card and to handle the request for card swipes and
replenish directed to that card.

Figure 4.16: Materialized queries execution against the stored card state.

4.5 Delta Lake experiments

Delta Lake is an application layer levering the the Apache Spark framework for execution. The
documentation states that it brings ACID guarantees for the management of data lakes2. At-
tracted by the promise of stronger guarantees in a distributed processing platform like Spark we
decided to investigate also this recently released processing system.

The database-like approach for big data tables Delta Lake tables are a custom ad hoc
format to treat large data sets of items as if they were SQL tables. The delta-tables have
the objective to enforce a structure over potentially unstructured and heterogeneous data sets.
Also, the format support by design what it is called the “time travel (data versioning)” feature

2“A data lake is usually a single store of all enterprise data including raw copies of source system data and
transformed data used for tasks such as reporting, visualization, advanced analytics and machine learning.”
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data lake
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that allows accessing a past table status given the time at which it is desired to read the data.
Delta-tables can be loaded into the application either from files or from the Spark structured
streaming APIs. Then SQL queries can be performed by means of direct SQL statements or via
programmatic API resembling SQL instructions. These set of features sound very promising in
reimplementing the Metrocard application.

Registered tables and queries The reimplementation of the Metrocard application is done
with the same approach used by the original VoltDB implementation. Hence, we went back to
use queries and synchronous interaction in interacting with the base of data.

We loaded the stations data, previously saved as JSON format, at the beginning of the
benchmark and saved it in the delta-table format for later use.

Figure 4.17: Stations’ reading and saving as Delta Table.

Cards generation at the beginning of the benchmark has been done programmatically as did
in the Metrocard application. Due to the dramatically slow performance in storing data, that
later will be discussed, at each card-generation iteration we chose to first generate all the cards
and only after to save them as delta-table.

Figure 4.18: Cards generation and saving as Delta Table.
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Below we report the code execute to charge the card with the station fare by means of the
Delta APIs.

Figure 4.19: Update of the card balance decreased of the station fare via Delta APIs.

Results - the failure in fast data changes Thanks to the SQL-like syntax the Delta API
did effectively allowed us to reproduce with a more narrow implementation and the same exact
semantic the entire Metrocard application. However, the system did not performed as expected
in execution speed. The adoption of the Delta synchronous interaction layer, which leverages an
asynchronous platform such as Spark for queries’ execution, has been demonstrated to be totally
inappropriate for our scenario.

The average throughput obtained by three distinct executions of the Delta Lake-based bench-
mark is: 0.435 queries per second (Benchmark duration: 90 seconds).

We hypothesize that one of the possible reasons causing this very low throughput is that the
platform has been designed only to process big data. Even though the system has the support of
SQL expressiveness and queries it actually employs Spark to perform the work. This makes this
tool very suitable and most likely very effective when performing analytical queries over large
data sets. In our scenario, we operated on a single machine and with a relatively small amount
of data.
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Chapter 5

Taxonomy

In this chapter, the concepts ensued by the presented models are corresponded to the analyzed
systems. The objective is to validate and justify models’ structures providing a clear layout to
highlight platforms’ qualities, limitations, and implementations.

5.1 Conceptual model

The concepts formalized and described by the conceptual model in section 3.1 are employed
below to describe which of the concepts’ specializations better apply to the analyzed tools.

Flink Spark Spark - Delta Lake Kafka Kafka Streams VoltDB

Time
Event time

Source time Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ingestion time Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Processing time Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Data set

Mutable State Operator variables Operator variables Operator variables Transformed data Operator variables Operator variables

Immutable

Input data Data items Data items Data items Data items Data items Data items

Transformed data Transformed data items Transformed data items Transformed data items Transformed data items Transformed data items Transformed data items

Output data
- Transformed data items
- Operators variables Transformed data items Transformed data items Transformed data items

- Transformed data items
- Operators variables

- Transformed data items
- Operators variables

Data topology
Partitioned data Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Replicated data Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Data schema
- Custom schema
- Table scheme

- Custom schema
- Table scheme Table scheme Custom schema

- Custom schema
- Table scheme Table scheme

DS statement
- Code deployment
- Client request Code deployment Code deployment Client request

- Code deployment
- Client request

- Code deployment
- Client request

Action

Simple 

Administrative action Via code deployment Via code deployment Via code deployment Via client request Via code deployment
- Via code deployment
- Via client request

Data action

Input action No No No Via client request No Via client request

Transformation action No No No No No Via client request

Output action Via client request No No Via client request Via client request Via client request

Continuous Data action

Input action Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes (via connectors)

Data transforming action Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Output action Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Transaction
- No
- Yes (Streaming Ledger) No Partial (single table) Yes No Yes

Computational topology Static Dynamic Dynamic No Static Dynamic

Figure 5.1: Data-intensive tools’ characterization by means of the conceptual model

All the analyzed data-intensive tools adopt the notion of time in all their specializations.
VoltDB makes an exception for the ingestion time that is not supported out of the box and
connectors to external systems are not clear whether if they provide or not this option.

All the systems except for Kafka save the state into operators variables. The case of Kafka is
a bit fuzzy since it considers also the data into its queues as the state. This system considers as
“global state” the information saved in its queues. This peculiarity combined with the support to
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transactions allows Kafka to provide strong guarantees such as exactly-once delivery to external
systems leveraging it as a reliable communication channel.

Immutable data provided as input and being the results of transformations are concepts
established among all the data-intensive tools. However, output data are not treated always in
the same way. Flink and Kafka streams allow to query operator states meanwhile this is not
supported by Spark, Delta Lake and VoltDB. The output data of VoltDB reports “operator
variables” because we wanted to remark that it is an in-memory distributed database and thus,
in the execution of a read query, the system actually provides back to the client the saved
information by an operator in the cluster.

Each data-intensive tool has shown support for replication and partitioning, although in
different forms and for various purposes.

With the latest releases of Flink, Spark and Kafka the support to tabular data structures
is getting more and more expressive and powerful. These systems indeed are improving their
processing capabilities going beyond the custom schema for data that they already support. They
allow to use SQL-like queries to declare data filtering and transformations. Delta Lake does not
support any custom data format since it is purely based on the concept of table implementing
and leveraging for its functioning the Delta Tables. VoltDB, being a database by definition, only
support table schemes.

DS statements, by the conceptual model we developed in section 3.1, can be of two form:
code deployment and client requests. The first involves the sending of a software package to
the system and its the main method employed by Flink, Spark, Delta Lake and Kafka Streams.
Also VoltDB supports this interaction since we associate it to the capability of the system in
hosting the stored procedure. Flink and Kafka streams also support client requests to receive the
queries to their operators, while for VoltDB this interaction is the principal since it synchronously
execute SQL queries.

Administrative actions are performed by Spark, its extension Delta Lake, and Flink by the
deployed code. Kafka and VoltDB mainly perform them by means of client requests.

No simple input data action is supported by the stream and batch processor, nor by Delta
and Kafka Streams. These systems indeed process inputs only ingested by continuous data
actions. Kafka allows instead, as VoltDB does, to send input within client requests. No simple
transformation action can be performed by any of the systems except of VoltDB. The databases
allows to perform data updates by means of client requests: UPDATE queries. Simple data
output actions are supported by Flink and Kafka Streams in the sense that they are employed
to query the state of operators. Their expressiveness is quite limited. VoltDB instead has full
support to simple data output actions since they are the computation performed for the SELECT
queries.

Continuous data input, transforming and output actions are fully supported by Flink, Spark,
Kafka Streams and VoltDB. The latter implements input by means of additional connectors that
can be plugged to the system. Delta Lake, due to its design is not really supporting continuous
data transforming actions but rather it performs long-running operations that then at some time
will terminate. Kafka does not support at all continuous data actions.

The transaction concept shows how the systems have focused their attention to different fea-
tures since their design. Flink does not support the transactions at all. A recent extension called
Flink Streaming Ledger [dA18] introduced transactional guarantees through data controlled pro-
cedures similar to the VoltDB stored procedures. Also, Spark does not support transactions
and the same is for Kafka Streams. The pure version of Kafka instead allow to express the
logical windows of operation by means of its APIs. VoltDB support the strongest transactional
guarantees of all the systems.

Flink and Kafka Streams architecture acts by statically allocating the transformation func-
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tions over the nodes and made the data flows through them. However, not all the analyzed
systems act by means of this principle. We categorized Spark, Delta Lake and VoltDB together
in the class of systems that employ a dynamic computational topology. The notion refers to the
fact that these platforms execute the requests by sending the computation towards the nodes.
They also do so dynamically in the sense that the process is carried out according to the type of
requests and by the time they have to be executed.

5.2 Operational model

In this section, we report the differences in the systems’ functioning. The objective is also to
highlight the cases in which they manifest similar or same execution approaches.

Flink Spark Spark - Delta Lake Kafka Kafka Streams VoltDB

Clients interactions

- Code deployment
- Clients requests
- Send and receive
  data items

- Code deployment
- Send and receive
  data items

- Code deployment
- Send and receive
  data items

- Clients requests
- Send and receive 
  data items

- Code deployment
- Client requests
- Send and receive 
  data items

- Client request
- Code deployment
- Send and receive
  data items

Ingestion time clock Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Operational mode Pipelined Scheduled Scheduled Scheduled Pipelined Scheduled

Leverage data locality No Yes Yes No No Yes

DS statement optimization Deployment time Deployment time Deployment time Run-time
- Deployment time
- Run-time (KSQL)

- Run-time
- Deployment time

Client requests' paradigm Imperative N / A N / A Imperative
- Imperative
- Declarative (KSQL) Declarative

Code deployment paradigm Functional Functional Functional + declarative Imperative Functional Imperative + declarative

Actions generation 
by means of

- Client request
- Code deployment Code deployment Code deployment Client request

- Client request
- Code deployment

- Client request
- Code deployment

Tasks placement
- Run-time
- Deployment time Run-time Run-time Run-time

- Run-time
- Deployment time

- Run-time
- Deployment time

Figure 5.2: Data-intensive tools’ characterization by means of the operational model

In the operational model we defined client interactions as all the possible ways external appli-
cations can interact with data-intensive tools. All those that require a user-developed application
to receive processing instruction support the code deployment interaction: Flink, Spark, Spark -
Delta Lake, Kafka Streams and VoltDB. Flink and Kafka streams provide also client interactions
because they allow, by means of special APIs, to build an external client able to query the state
of the operators. Client requests in case of Kafka and VoltDB are instead the normal way these
systems allow the user interactions. Kafka allows users to write and read items from queues
programmatically while VoltDB processes the SQL query as all OLTP1 systems do. Data items
are sent and received by all of the platforms as well as almost all of them allow the attach to
the input data the ingestion time. The case of VoltDB is an exception to this since, even though
it supports connectors to receive data items, the system does not implement out of the box the
concept of ingestion time. Custom made solutions could do so.

With respect to the adopted operational paradigm data-intensive tools can be classified in
two families. We classify as pipeline processing systems Flink and Kafka Streams because of the
dataflow graph they deploy to carry out transformations. The computation remains stationary
and continuously running on the nodes while data flows through them. All the other analyzed
systems employ a scheduled approach in the sense that they deliver the required execution to
the interested nodes when they need to perform user requests.

1OLTP stands for “Online transaction processing” and it is a class of systems that have the capability to carry
out transactional requests as soon as they are sent to the system
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When data locality is leveraged in the functioning of a system, the information is kept as
much as possible located at the place it was originally stored. The objective is to transfer the
least possible amount of data through the network. Data-intensive tools adopting a pipelined
operational approach do not exploit data locality while those that employ scheduling usually do.

DS statements are the user instructions sent to the system. They need to be interpreted so
to produce the actions in charge to perform the semantic meaning of what the request asked
the system. Another characterization property of data-intensive tools is the moment at which
actions are optimized for their distributed execution. Almost all the systems, except Kafka, do
optimize DS statements at deployment time, so when they receive the application code from
the user. Also, for the systems that support client request with potentially complex semantic
(no simple read queries – i.e. queryable operator state) clients’ DS statements get optimized at
run-time to build an effective execution plan.

The way client requests express their objective influence the possible interactions and reason-
ing employed in their formulation. Declared by means of formal languages they do conform to
the programming paradigm the language involves. The imperative paradigm, derived from Java
programming code, is used in Flink, Kafka and Kafka Streams for client requests. VoltDB with
SQL and the KSQL on top of Kafka Streams are instead declarative languages.

The software package deployed to the data-intensive tools can be as well characterized in
terms of paradigm adopted. Flink, Spark, Delta Lake, and Kafka Streams employ a functional
approach to let the user define what the final result is and let the platform taking care of build
the processing required to achieve it. Delta Lake supports also the SQL language and this
characterizes the system with a functional and declarative paradigm. Kafka exposes imperative
APIs to let clients read or writes data to its queues. With VoltDB deployed code we mean the
stored-procedures. This application logic that gets installed within the database is characterize
by the mix of both imperative Java code and declarative SQL queries.

Actions are generated by the interpretation of DS statements. Based on the interaction
supported by the system they can be generated by means of deployed code or a client request.
All the platforms made exception for Kafka generate actions after code deployment (VoltDB
does so for stored procedures). Client requests, instead, trigger actions generation in the case of
Flink and Kafka Streams after a queryable state request while in the case of Kafka they generate
actions since they are the only possible interaction.

Tasks placement is a critical factor for optimization, and execution plans. Flink, as well as
Kafka Streams, does so at deployment time since it interprets the processing required, formulates
an execution plan, and based on the available resources places the operators over the nodes. Spark
instead place tasks at run-time since, by the scheduled nature of the system, it sends execution
towards the nodes when it is required. Delta Lake does the same of Spark since it is based on
it. Kafka, as VoltDB does, employs the tasks to instruct workers for the data to be saved or
retrieved and hence “place” or, better, deliver them at run-time. We stated “run-time” in the
task placement also of Flink and Kafka Streams to include the run-time execution of the client
requests made to retrieve a state.
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5.3 Architectural model

The data-intensive tools’ architecture is now described leveraging the architectural layout out-
lined by the relative model.

Flink Spark Spark - Delta Lake Kafka Kafka Streams VoltDB

Resource manager
- Internal
- External

- Internal
- External

- Internal
- External

- Internal
- External

- Internal
- External Internal

Worker manager Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Execution slot Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Provisioned resources
modification Deployment time Deployment time Deployment time Run-time Deployment time Run-time

Static allocation Computation Data Data Data Computation Data

Code deployment Required Required Required Not possible Required Optional

Figure 5.3: Data-intensive tools’ characterization by means of the architectural model

Almost all the platforms support external resource managers, made an exception for VoltDB.
External resource managers are software not part of the data-intensive tool that are employed
to administrate the cluster nodes. The reason for this lack is probably due to its ad hoc resource
management mechanisms employed in the transactions’ scheduling that needs to be very carefully
handled to exploit coordination-free execution.

Every system has its own worker manager installed on the nodes to handle tasks and provide
back execution statistics, as well as all of them employ the execution slot. Each of the latter
is often corresponded to one partition so to parallelize at the most execution and enabling the
single-site, one-shot transactions correctness in the case of VoltDB.

It is only for the cases of Kafka and VoltDB that the provisioned resources can be modified
while the system is running. All the others do not allow it, requiring the temporary interruption
of execution and then its resume.

With respect to static allocation of either the computation or data, we have classified all
the tools that adopt a ”pipelined processing” such as Flink and Kafka Streams with static
computation allocation.

The stream and batch processors, and Kafka Streams require the deployment of an application
to receive instructions about processing they have to perform. They in fact leverage a user-
defined application code to understand how the data transformations should have to be carried
out. Kafka, on the other hand, does not allow to deploy application code since the interaction
with this system is provided only through statements sent via client requests. VoltDB is instead
the hybrid system with respect to this feature sine it supports code deployment as well as client
requests. It allows deploying portions of application code called ”Stored procedures” that enable
the user to define as many SQL queries as he/she prefers and interpose them with imperative
logic expressed through Java code.
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5.4 Guarantees model

The following employ the guarantees model definitions to characterize the interactions with the
analyzed systems.

The guarantees for below described continuous action data actions are intended considering
the multiple tasks composing a single action. In fact, when concurrent interactions guarantees are
examined we consider continuous data tasks and the isolation enforced between their execution.
For the definition of continuous data tasks and actions please refer to the conceptual model,
section 3.1.

Apache Flink

Interactions’ guarantees

Client request Continuous data actions

Atomicity No No

Consistency constraints Not supported Not supported

Durability N / A Recoverable — valid state

Replication Consistency N / A N / A

End-to-end order Sequential FIFO by key

End-to-end delivery N / A
- At least once
- Exactly once

Table 5.1: Interactions’ guarantees in Apache Flink

The poor set of guarantees that Flink provides clearly emerges from table 5.1. The vanilla
version of the stream processor does not support the concept of transaction neither it really
supports client requests made an exception to those read queries fetching operators state. The
stream processors provide durability at level of recoverable – same state thanks to checkpointing
and event reply (from repayable source – e.g. Kafka). It does not employ replication as durability
technique hence no guarantee is applicable to this. The order of data the system process is guar-
anteed to be FIFO only within the same partition, thus the FIFO by key guarantee. End-to-end
delivery is guaranteed to be at least once thanks to the durability mechanism employed. However,
when external systems are coupled in the use of Flink, like Kafka but not only, the stream pro-
cessor also guarantee exactly once delivery. Software connectors exploit transactions in reading
new data and writing the processed ones. For this reason, by the transactional guarantees of the
external system also Flink is able to ensure that data items are delivered end-to-end exactly once.

Isolation guarantees in concurrent interactions

Client request Continuous data tasks

Client request Serializable (reads)

Continuous data tasks Serializable (single partition) None

Table 5.2: Isolation levels for concurrent interactions in Apache Flink
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Client request are only read queries directed to an operator. They read only from a single
partition at a time by how Flink APIs are designed. This guarantees an isolation level between
concurrent request being serializable. Also for client requests concurrent to continuous data tasks,
the isolation level is considered the same. No guarantee is instead provided when concurrent
continuous data tasks conflicts with each others on the same state.

Apache Spark

Interactions’ guarantees

Client request Continuous data actions

Atomicity

Not supported

No

Consistency constraints Not supported

Durability
- Recoverable — same state
- Recoverable — valid state

Replication consistency Sequential

End-to-end order No (micro-batch)

End-to-end delivery
- At least once
- Exactly once

Table 5.3: Interactions’ guarantees for Apache Spark

Spark does not support client requests hence no guarantee can be argued about them. Con-
tinuous data actions are neither atomic nor allow to enforce data consistency constraints. Spark
structured streaming API allows schema definition but not checks such as referential integrity of
foreign keys or primary keys can be set up.

In terms of durability the batch processing provides two levels. Spark provides recoverable –
same state level when deterministic and commutative transformation are performed to transform
sets of data. In this case, when recovering from a failure the system will start from the last
checkpoint performing again the computation but eventually in different order. If commutativity
and determinism holds then it is guaranteed the state restored is the same of before the failure.
Instead, when transformations do not have these properties only the durability level of recoverable
– valid state is provided.

Replication is provided by passively replicating RDDs, Resilient Distributed Data sets [ZCD+12].
Due to this we state that consistency among RDDs is sequential since they are indeed exact same
copies.

No end-to-end order is guaranteed by Spark. Due to the micro-batch approach, the process-
ing is carried out on all the data items, within a batch, as faster as possible and in parallel. No
order in which they gets transformed is guaranteed since it depends on the scheduling of machine
threads operating the transformation.

Isolation guarantees in concurrent interactions
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Client request Continuous data tasks

Client request N / A

Continuous data tasks N / A None

Table 5.4: Isolation levels for concurrent interactions in Apache Spark

No client request is supported in Spark, thus there is no guarantee that can be considered
about it.

As in the case of Flink, no isolation guarantee is provided between continuous data tasks.

Apache Spark - Delta Lake

Interactions’ guarantees

Client request Continuous data actions

Atomicity Partial

N / A

Consistency constraints Not supported

Durability Partial

Replication consistency N / A

End-to-end order N / A

End-to-end delivery N / A

Table 5.5: Interactions’ guarantees for Apache Spark Delta Lake

Delta Lake is an abstraction layer to handle heterogeneous data formats at scale. “ACID
guarantees are predicated on the atomicity and durability guarantees of the storage system” 2.
Thus this data-intensive tool deeply leverages the underlying storage systems guarantees.

The table 5.5 shows the very poor guarantees that this system actually provides, despite
the strong claims of its documentation page. No consistency constraints can be enforced on the
data schema, if not the types of the columns and their ordering with respect to each other. The
durability and atomicity guarantee is really provided by Delta Lake. This tool indeed leverages
the underlying storage system capabilities to support these guarantees, that otherwise would not
be provided at all.

Isolation guarantees in concurrent interactions

Client request Continuous data tasks

Client request Partial - Snapshot isolation

Continuous data tasks N / A N / A

Table 5.6: Isolation levels for concurrent interactions in Apache Spark Delta Lake

2Definition from https://docs.delta.io/latest/delta-storage.html
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Client requests isolation is by means of separate files that store the modified data. The
way Delta Lake isolate requests is by means of JSON files that record the modification made
by writes. This is the reason why we stated ”partial” support to isolation. If the underlying
filesystem provides atomic file visualization and access (to multiple instances) then Delta Lake
ensure snapshot isolation level for concurrent client requests.

The system employs and optimistic concurrency control approach. If two writes concurrently
change the same table, at first, two new files to store the changes are created. Then, on the
attempt of committing, the systems checks whether the modified data creates conflicts. If there
are not any, the write operations are allowed to commit and succeed. However, if conflicts are
found then one of the two operations is aborted with the a “concurrent modification exception”
3.

Apache Kafka

Interactions’ guarantees

Client request Continuous data actions

Atomicity Yes

N / A

Consistency constraints Not supported

Durability Replicated — same state

Replication consistency Sequential

End-to-end order FIFO by key

End-to-end delivery
- At least once
- Exactly once

Table 5.7: Interactions’ guarantees for Apache Kafka

Apache Kafka guarantees the atomicity of client requests since the APIs provide synchronous
reliable operations to the clients. No consistency constraints over the data can be specified.
Tolerance to hardware failure for data durability is guaranteed with replication; it derives that
the guarantee level for durability is replicated – same state. Replication happens synchronously
to the requests and replicas consistency is guaranteed to be sequential. The end-to-end order
guaranteed is FIFO by key. Topics can be partitioned by key and Kafka enforce a FIFO order
for the data sent with the same key. The end-to-end delivery guaranteed by default is at least
once. Exactly once can be achieved making the assumption that the performed operations are
pulling from a Kafka queue and writing back on another Kafka queue.

Isolation guarantees in concurrent interactions

Client request Continuous data tasks

Client request - Read committed
- Read uncommitted

Continuous data tasks N / A N / A

Table 5.8: Isolation levels for concurrent interactions in Apache Kafka

3https://docs.databricks.com/delta/concurrency-control.html
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Kafka allows to setup two different isolation levels: read committed and read uncommitted.
Transactions, natively supported by Kafka, will read in the first case only committed data and
in the second case any data written.

Kafka Streams

Interactions’ guarantees

Client request Continuous data actions

Atomicity No No

Consistency constraints Not supported Not supported

Durability N / A Recoverable — same state

Replication consistency N / A Sequential

End-to-end order Sequential FIFO by key

End-to-end delivery N / A
- At least once
- Exactly once

Table 5.9: Interactions’ guarantees for Apache Kafka Streams

Kafka Streams, by means of dedicated APIs, allows to query an operator state from an
external client similarly to how Flink does. However, this feature does not come with strong
guarantees as can be seen in the table above.

Continuous data actions are guaranteed to be fault tolerant with a data durability level of
recoverable – same state by means of checkpointing and reply of events. Replication consistency
is the same as it is in Kafka since the synchronous interaction with queues and the way writes
are propagate before their confirmation. As in Flink, Kafka Streams preservers end-to-end order
within the same partition with a FIFO by key level.

The end-to-end delivery is guaranteed to be at level of least once. In the case reliable messag-
ing system are used as sources and sinks, e.g. Kafka itself, the provided guarantee gets stronger
up to exactly once.

Isolation guarantees in concurrent interactions

Client request Continuous data tasks

Client request Serializable (reads)

Continuous data tasks Serializable (reads) None

Table 5.10: Isolation levels for concurrent interactions in Apache Kafka Streams

The concurrent reads to operators state are not actually isolated with respect to each other
but since no writes are allowed we can state they are isolated at the same level of serializable
requests.
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VoltDB

Interactions’ guarantees

Client request Continuous data actions

Atomicity Yes Yes

Consistency constraints Supported Supported

Durability Replicated — same state Replicated — same state

Replication consistency Sequential Sequential

End-to-end order N / A N / A

End-to-end delivery No Exactly once

Table 5.11: Interactions’ guarantees for VoltDB

VoltDB supports transactions and strong guarantees in their execution. The NewSQL database
does enforce all the ACID guarantees hence providing atomicity, consistency constraints enforce-
ment, durability and a strong isolation level for concurrent transactions. It employs replication to
undergo failures ensuring no committed data is loss. The durability level provided is replicated –
same state due to the active strategy employed. Replication consistency level is sequential since
scheduled transactions are guaranteed to be performed in the same order at all the sites. The
end-to-end order concept has no meaning for a database. Data can be stored by input client
requests and other ones can fetch them specifying any order they want. We state for the end-
to-end order that there is no guarantee. This claim derives from the approach in which Stored
procedures execute SQL queries. Through the Java code multiple queries can be specified, within
a stored procedure, and asynchronously executed with a single method invocation. No comple-
tion or execution order is guaranteed by VoltDB. Their result will be available in any order to
the requesting run-time as soon as it is available. For continuous data actions we state data
VoltDB provides provides exactly once delivery because of the synchronous trigger invocation
mechanism employed in the support provided to stream processing.

Isolation guarantees in concurrent interactions

Client request Continuous data tasks

Client request Serializable

Continuous data tasks Serializable Serializable

Table 5.12: Isolation levels for concurrent interactions in VoltDB

VoltDB provides the higher isolation level for any of the possible concurrent interactions.
Thanks to the employed coordination-free approach it is able to provide this strong guaran-
tee with almost not affecting the computation performance. As already mentioned, when the
transaction structure, hence made by operations action cross-partition, does not permit the
adoption of only scheduling as a conflict avoidance mechanism, the database falls back to regular
coordination-based protocols such as 2PL.
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5.5 Guarantees’ implementations

In this section, interactions with data-intensive tools are described in terms of protocols and
approaches adopted in the implementation of the provided guarantees.

Apache Flink

Client request Continuous data action

Atomicity N / A N / A

Consistency constraints N / A N / A

Isolation Scheduling - single sited N / A

Durability N / A Checkpoint

Replication consistency N / A N / A

End-to-end order N / A Watermarks

End-to-end delivery N / A Snapshot

Table 5.13: Guarantees’ implementations employed by Apache Flink

The isolation of concurrent client requests is inherited automatically by the scheduling the
system adopts in its execution. Client requests in Flink are only allowed to fetch variables of
operators, thus all of them are read operations. We specified ”single sited” due to the way Flink
implements these requests. The APIs structure forces the developer to query only one state
variable at a time and fetching it from a single operator representing thus a single partition.

Continuous data action are made reliable with respect to failures through checkpointing.
With this method, the systems takes care periodically to do backup copies of the state variables
and to persist the reached point in the processing. In case of failure, the computation is resumed
from the last available checkpoint and by replying to the last missing operations the system
recovers the current processing state.

In a distributed scenarios multiple are the reasons that can induce delays in message deliveries.
Flink uses the watermarking technique to filter incoming messages by excluding those whose
arrival was expected a long time before. The end-to-end delivery is guaranteed by the creating
periodic snapshots of the state that tracks which are the messages being sent. In case of failures,
saved snapshots are evaluated to restore the processing and in case of lost messages, they gets
replayed.

Apache Spark

Client request Continuous data action

Atomicity

N / A

N / A

Consistency constraints N / A

Isolation N / A

Durability Checkpoint

Replication consistency Passive

End-to-end order N / A

End-to-end delivery Snapshot

Table 5.14: Guarantees’ implementations employed by Apache Spark
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Spark employs checkpointing technique to provide data durability. Asynchronous copies of RDDs
are created when transformations succeed thus employing a passive replication technique. We
marked the end-to-end delivery as provided through snapshot since Spark acts by recomputing
the an RDDs transformation in case of failure and does so only once. If parallel re-execution
of the same task happen, one of them is aborted by the system. Due to this behavior we can
consider the last available valid RDDs as part of the last snapshot the system can rely on.

Spark - Delta Lake

Client request Continuous data action

Atomicity N / A

N / A

Consistency constraints N / A

Isolation MVCC

Durability N / A

Replication consistency N / A

End-to-end order N / A

End-to-end delivery N / A

Table 5.15: Guarantees’ implementations employed by Spark Delta Lake

We marked many of the guarantees’ implementations as not applicable since either Delta Lake
does not provide them, e.g. consistency constraints, or because the partial support to them is
obtained by other tools and not directly from Delta Lake, such as it is atomicity and durability.
Isolation is enforced through atomicity of the data storage Delta Lake relies on, but in this case
the system also takes care to enforce the guarantee by performing itself the checks for conflicts.
It implements a Multiversion Concurrency Control mechanism in which for concurrent writes
multiple version of the data are saved and, later, checked for conflicts.

Apache Kafka

Client request Continuous data action

Atomicity 2PC

N / A

Consistency constraints N / A

Isolation MVCC

Durability Replication

Replication consistency Passive (synchronous)

End-to-end order N / A

End-to-end delivery N / A

Table 5.16: Guarantees’ implementations employed by Apache Kafka
Apache Kafka natively support the concept of transaction. We categorize client requests

as if they were transactions. To coordinate distributed commits and provide atomicity Kafka
employs 2PC protocol. This queue-based system however does not provide any consistency
constraint over the data since also no data schema can be enforced. We assigned MVCC to the
technique employed for isolation since Kafka keeps track of committed and uncommitted data
with a state variable but it saves both as data versions. Durability is ensured by replication
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indeed each partition of each topic is replicated for fault tolerance. Passive and synchronous
replication is the method employed to ensure replicas consistency.

Kafka Streams

Client request Continuous data action

Atomicity N / A N / A

Consistency constraints N / A N / A

Isolation Scheduling - single sited N / A

Durability N / A Replication

Replication consistency N / A Passive (synchronous)

End-to-end order N / A Watermarks

End-to-end delivery N / A Transaction

Table 5.17: Guarantees’ implementations employed by Apache Kafka Streams

Kafka Streams has the objective to enable continuous data actions but it does so with weak
guarantees. The supported client requests are only the read queries to fetch operators’ state. As
for the case of Flink, the guarantees in their execution are characterized in the same way being
only isolated as a consequence of how APIs are structured.

Then, for continuous data actions no atomicity and consistency constraints are guaranteed.
Durability is implemented by replication as it is in the vanilla version of Kafka which in turn keeps
replicas consistent with each other by passive replication. Kafka Streams indeed deeply leverages
the Kafka APIs to implement continuous processing and so provide streaming functionalities.

VoltDB

Client request Continuous data action

Atomicity
- Scheduling
- 2PC

- Scheduling
- 2PC

Consistency constraints
- Scheduling
- 2PC

- Scheduling
- 2PC

Isolation
- Scheduling
- 2PL
- MVCC

- Scheduling
- 2PL
- MVCC

Durability Replication Replication

Replication consistency
- Active — single leader
- Passive

- Active — single leader
- Passive

End-to-end order N / A N / A

End-to-end delivery N / A N / A

Table 5.18: Guarantees’ implementations employed by VoltDB

The stronger guarantees provided by VoltDB are powered by new implementation techniques
such as coordination-free isolation and atomicity. The NewSQL database provides atomicity
and isolation by scheduling transactions deterministically on each partition of data. When the
transaction structure does not allow the use of a coordination-free approach, such as when
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operations span across partitions, the system falls back to coordination-based protocols such as
2PC and 2PL. Moreover, MVCC strategy is also employed to ensure higher performance and
optimize long-running operations such as the system snapshots. VoltDB employs both active
and passive replication but for different purposes. Active replication is employed for inter-cluster
replicas ensuring consistency and enabling high availability. Then, the configuration option of
this database also allow to setup multi-cluster scenarios in which passive replication is used to
propagate changes. 4 Continuous data actions are implemented through the use of triggers. This
involves that all the guarantees valid for client requests, i.e. the queries, are the same valid for
continuous data actions.

4https://www.voltdb.com/product/features-benefits/high-availability/
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In this chapter we discuss results emerged by the characterization made with tables in the
taxonomy, chapter 5. The objective is to highlight the proofs to formulated hypothesis expressed
in background and motivations chapter 2. We will provide evidence of the theorized unifying
models’ effectiveness, of their solidity and ability to carefully describe the systems. They indeed
promote the speculative idea of future convergence to a unified architecture of data-intensive
tools.

Conceptual model

All systems support the concept of time and they do it for almost all time specializations. The
only exception is made for ingestion time that is not supported by VoltDB. However, event time
is the most relevant one since it is widely adopted by the majority of application scenarios as
the type of timestamp with more value with respect to the others.

Every system implements the notion of state. Stream processors, however, use it mainly as
internal information to support data item transformations. Databases make it be the central
object around which they are built. Kafka also proposes itself as a tool to save a state in its
persistent communication channels. However, it does so without providing sound data structures
and any of the features such as tables and JOIN operations as databases do.

Input of single data items is supported by each data-intensive tool. Still, the systems’ im-
plementations sometimes affect the way in which processing of transformed and output data is
carried out.

As designed to operate in distributed scenarios, all the systems support both the possible
optimizations about data placement. Replication and partitioning techniques are adopted to
obtain lower latencies in some cases while, in others, they are the only possibility to handle large
data volumes.

The stream processors together with Kafka are getting closer to database abstractions pro-
viding functionalities to query and filter the data according to a tabular logic. VoltDB, as a
database, is the only one of this data schema lacking the capability to handle custom and nested
data. This could be brought back to constraints imposed by the SQL logic and relational nature.

With respect to the generation of administrative actions, those employed to alter the inter-
nal system structure as well as data topology, stream processors manifest the limitation to be
instructed only by means of application code. Instead, Kafka and VoltDB can also generate
administrative actions from received client requests; for example to then set up continuous data
actions.
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Simple output actions are supported by the majority of systems. Spark is an exception as
once the processing has started it does not even allow to check the status of the operators as,
instead, it is possible to do in Flink.

Overall, all data-intensive tools support continuous data actions. In the case of VoltDB,
it employs connectors to external systems specifically made. While, in the case of Kafka, it
implements additional layers to support continuous processing instead of only acting as a reliable
channel to also store data.

Transactions are not implemented by stream processors. The semantics of transactional
guarantees with respect to continuous data streams is still uncertain. However, the effort these
systems are making in trying to fill this gap is evident. By means of application layers that can
be installed on top of Flink and Spark, respectively Streaming Ledger and Delta Lake, these
systems provide an implementation of the transactions according to the semantics they have
chosen.

The emerged computational topologies define how different architectural choices have led
opting to opposite approaches in the arrangement of tasks’ execution. They either send the
processing towards the data, being the later steady to the workers, defining the dynamical
approach. The other possibility is instead to allocate tasks running and fixed at execution
slots, then push the data flows through them to apply transformations.

Operational model

In the systems’ functioning, some shared features have been highlighted by the model we built.
Data-intensive tools interact with external clients in multiple ways. There’s a sign from the
stream processors showing the intention of stream processors to support pull-type invocations.
Even the databases, in turn, with the intention of providing stream processing capabilities, have
concentrated efforts to provide clients particular interactions to handle these ideally unbounded
structures. However, the approach of these two worlds is still subject to severe limitations. For
example, interaction with the state of an operator in Spark is not possible, whereas in Flink
it only occurs through by means of specific configurations and through the development of a
dedicated client that uses the API provided. VoltDB emulates the behavior of data ingestion
and continuous input of data while it actually doesn’t fully support it as an internal feature.
The data items taken into are inserted into a regular database table. If no discard policies are
put in place once the data has been processed the stream information are saved as regular data.
In a similar way, even transformations’ results are not exactly pushed out to external systems
as stream processors do. It is necessary the external system interested in querying the result
to actually fetch them connecting to VoltDB. However, we have to highlight that this database,
with the concept of stored procedures, supports the deployment of user-defined application code.
This is a common factor to the stream processors that also use the code deployment concept to
receive instructions.

With respect to computation and data-arrangement choices, systems functioning is assigned
to the classes: pipelined and scheduled. In the first case, the data-locality factor is not exploited
since the idea is exactly one to arrange statically the processing and make the data flow through
a ”logical pipe”. Instead, when the data-locality advantages are exploited. systems move the
operational code towards data location and try to send information via the network as less as
possible.

All systems create execution plans for optimizing the required operations. According to types
of interaction, all of them plan the execution following the receipt come with compiled code or
that is inferred from the client request. When the last is the case, actions’ execution plans are
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computed at run-time.
The criteria that characterize the clients’ requests induce expression paradigms. Flink and

Kafka allow clients to send the request with the classic imperative paradigm. VoltDB queries
since are expressed by means of SQL, instead conform to a declarative semantics. Moving
the focus to the code deployment case for a DS statement, we discover that in this scenario
some cases require different communication paradigms with respect to client request interactions.
Stream processors indeed stand out for their strong functional paradigm adoption while, when
we approach the database world, in addition to the declarative mode, also the imperative one is
used in the case of VoltDB stored procedures.

The tasks, actions’ execution units, are generated following the interpretation of the DS
statement received. The generation of the action to be performed is followed by the formulation
of an execution plan that in turn drives the split of action into tasks. In the code deployment
situation, the planning is carried out at deployment time. Instead, for the client requests received
during operation, the systems will generate the plan at run-time. The task placement is carried
out according to the operating policies of the tools. All of them made an exception for Spark,
do the operator placement at deployment time. Then, doing another exception for the stream
processor by definition, Flink, all the systems also support placement at run-time. By the
taxonomy in fig. 5.2, it emerges that VoltDB due to its support to stored procedures and online
transactional queries really operates both approaches.

Architectural model

All the systems employ a single master coordination strategy. They are able indeed to achieve
fault-tolerance by master replication.

Stream processors, born to be run on a large number of servers, and therefore with so many
resources to orchestrate, have supported external software managers since the beginning. Instead,
for VoltDB this support is not provided, not even partially. The reason for this it is that, probably,
resource management constitute an integral part of system functioning and administration; it is
in fact used to provide high throughput and transactional guarantees.

All the data-intensive tools adopt the concept of worker manager to administer the single
server part of the cluster. They also employ the idea of execution slot, with some implementation
nuances, to carry out tasks execution.

However, it is important to note hoe rigidity of some paradigms and architecture does not
allow to scale available resources at run-time.

From the characterization tools’ architecture, it emerges how the systems carry out execution
of transformations by means of deployed code or client requests. Stream processors can be
instructed only through ad hoc applications that employ the APIs from the framework. Instead,
Kafka and VoltDB support this mode as an additional functionality; as the main interaction
mechanism they allow client request to both alter the internal system structure and to manipulate
data

Guarantees model

In the developed modeling framework we include also a model of the guarantees provided in
interactions with the systems. Client requests are poorly supported by Flink and they are not
at all provided by Spark. Continuous data actions are instead provided with more guarantees by
both the systems. In Flink they neither imply atomicity nor consistency constraints since it is
not possible to specify them. However they enforce data durability since both Flink and Spark
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are able to restore the execution in case of failure. Flink restoring from a checkpoint will rebuild
a valid state, not necessarily the one present before the failure. Spark instead, can either rebuild
the same state in case of deterministic transformations (RDDs computation) or rebuild a valid
state in the others. Replication consistency is not applicable in case of Flink since no replica
is created but only backups. We stated that Spark provides sequential replication consistency
since the copies of the computed RDDs do show transformations in the same, sequential order.
In terms of end-to-end order, Flink give the guarantees of FIFO ordering when considering the
data in partitions (by key). Ordering is not supported by Spark due to the batch processing.
When sets of items in the batch gets processed there is no guarantee in the order they will appear
after transformations. In terms of end-to-end delivery, Flink guarantees at least once delivery of
items. If the deployment is coupled with reply-able sources and sinks that support retraction,
the possible guarantee is stronger and become exactly once delivery. The same set of delivery
guarantees holds for Spark continuous data actions. When concurrent operations are executed,
it rises the isolation problem to avoid possible conflicts with each other. Since Flink allows only
fetching the state of an operator, it is by definition a single partition request and hence read
operations from client requests are guaranteed to be serializable with respect to each other and
to continuous data tasks. Spark does not provide any isolation guarantee in terms of concurrent
data tasks.

Delta Lake, the Spark extension claiming to bring ACID guarantees to Spark, supports only
client requests. However no specific guarantee is provided by this layer. No atomicity in enforced
for single requests if not the underlying distributed filesystem does not provide atomic visibility
of files. No consistency constraint can be specified with its APIs. Durability is not provided by
this application layer by itself, instead it relies on durability of external filesystem. Concurrent
client request are guaranteed to be isolated at snapshot isolation level.

Kafka provides atomic push and pull operation to send messages through its queues. No
consistency constraints can be enforced on them since also no fixed data schema can be specified.
Durability of data from client requests is guaranteed at level of replication – same state and
the replicas consistency levele is sequential. The end-to-end order is guaranteed to be FIFO by
key and the delivery of messages happen with either at least once semantic if the downstream
system is not Kafka, or with exactly once if the transaction operated in the client request move
the message to still a Kafka queue. Concurrent client interactions are either guaranteed to be
isolated at read committed level or read uncommitted level. No support for continuous actions
is present in the vanilla Kafka version.

Kafka Streams is the additional application layer that brings stream processing to Kafka.
It supports only fetching of the operator state like Flink does and hence ensuring the same
guarantees Flink provides in terms of client requests. Continuous data actions do not provide
atomicity and neither checking of consistency constraints but enforce durability at recoverable –
same state level. Replication consistency is provided with the sequential level and the end-to-end
order is like for stream processors guaranteed to be FIFO by key. Guarantees of message delivery
are the same of Kafka since the underlying employed queuing system for streams is the same.

VoltDB is the tool that provides the stronger guarantees. It ensure atomicity as well as
consistency constraints checks both for client requests and continuous data actions. Durability
of data is guaranteed with replication – same state level. Consistency of replicas, thanks to active
replication, is at sequential level. The end-to-end delivery of continuous actions is guaranteed
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to be exactly once since each trigger creating transformed version of tables always writes data
replicated too and only once.

Guarantees’ implementations

The Flink isolation level stated for the client requests is automatically enforced by the function-
ing of requests to operator that are obligated to be single sited (single partition). To provide
durability Flink employs the checkpointing technique. Watermarks are instead used to provide
end-to-end order and discard late arrived messages. The end-to-end delivery is instead derived
by the logical snapshots the systems employs.

Spark, as Flink does, implements the durability by meas of checkpointing and defines the
replication consistency level as recoverable – same state since it employs passive replication.
Action.

The Delta Lake layer, without considering the underlying filesystem guarantees do not provide
many guarantees. It only enforce isolation by means of MVCC.

In the case of Kafka we have instead a wider range of guarantees. Atomicity gets implemented
by 2PC protocol and isolation with MVCC. Durability is instead ensured by replication which
consistency is ensure by means of passive replication implementation.

Kafka streams add to the guarantees provided by Kafka those for continuous actions. Replica-
tion is handled in the same way, by replication and consistency of replicas is ensured by passive
replication. Watermarks are employed as in Flink to ensure end-to-end order meanwhile the
guarantee of exactly once delivery is provided by means of transactions.

VoltDB, as NewSQL database, has been built to bring the strong guarantees of classical
databases at scale. It employs coordination-free techniques such as scheduling to both provide
atomicity and ensure consistency constraints are checked. Indeed, when the system is able to
execute a transaction on single sites it leverages a careful scheduling to run in parallel without
coordination still providing the highest guarantees. When the transaction operations fail to be
scheduled in a safe way it falls back to the standard coordination protocol of 2PC. Isolation is
guaranteed to be serializable still by scheduling of transactions when it is possible. Again when
this is not the case the system falls back to classic techniques such as 2PL and MVCC. Data
durability is ensured by means of replication and replicas are coordinated for an active replication
strategy by a single leader.
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Chapter 7

Related work

The presented work analyzed modern data-intensive tools ranging from pure stream processors
to the new generation database management system. Given the interdisciplinary nature of this
thesis, the related work hence refers to both these domains that here below will be discussed.

Database systems are born by necessity to save structured data and relate them to each
other. Since the very first designed system, SystemR [ABC+76], this type of data-intensive tool
has improved by increasing performance and enforcing higher transactional guarantees but still
remaining bound to a centralized architecture. The impossibility to efficiently scale out this
structure led to the emergence of NoSQL databases. The compromise they imposed to achieve
scalability was to weaken, if not almost totally cancel, ACID guarantees, one of the classic
OLTPs most desirable feature. With this database generation, the application side interaction
model has also changed by removing support for the SQL standard language. It favored an
object-oriented model [ADM+90] integrated with programming languages and platforms that
unfortunately introduced also other problems like vendor lock-in [Kra14] [BBSR13]. Moreover,
it has shifted part of the complexity to managing transactions and consistency on the application
side.

Later, a return to SQL semantics guided the birth of the subsequent generation. With
the name of NewSQl, these new data engines ”preserve SQL and offer high performance and
scalability, while preserving the traditional ACID notion for transaction” (from [Sto12]). In
fact, the objectives pursued during their conception were to bring back the benefits of SQL
standardization, typical of the legacy generation, and also to achieve the scalability feature of
NoSQL.

Both in the academic field with prototypes such as H-Store [KKN+08] and in the enterprise
with Google Cloud Spanner [CDE+13], NewSQL have proved to be the optimal approach for
high performance, horizontal scalability and OLTP-style transactional guarantees. However, this
new kind of systems has required the whole restructuring of the initial architecture so to turn
the original limitations of distributed environments into performance and reliability advantages
[SMA+07]. The correctness guarantees of concurrent transactions’ execution in a distributed
environment have been one of the most difficult problems to solve. Models such as SAGAS
[GMS87] have proved not to the right solution, at least not for databases. With the increase
in conflicts’ rate, caused by the high number of concurrent operations, the system does not
scale accordingly and the overhead introduced by the changes’ rollback becomes unsustainable.
The initial difficulty in not being able to efficiently enforce guarantees when the computation
is distributed derived from their implementations, especially for those originally employed for
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atomicity and isolation.
The study and redefinition of existing conflicts phenomena have permitted to move away from

anomalies’ definitions that for the classic database generation were in essence implementation-
dependent (es. locking as the only possibility to achieve isolation) [BBG+95]. So, with definitions
no more based on isolation models inadequate to distributed contexts, the new coordination-free
methodology born [BFF+14]. A careful scheduling of transactions enable an execution free from
any checks that, by design, can not occur. This ease the replication management and promote
with the concept of Highly Available Transactions [BDF+13] scalability without compromis-
ing performance. The coordination-free strategy is enabled by the profiling of applications to
categorize them in terms of type performed transactions (single-site, one shot, general) so to
implement coordination avoidance; the key factor that allowed the birth of NewSQL databases,
those systems this thesis work has analyzed.

In the last decade the produced amount of data and related fast-processing requirements
determined an hectic development in stream processing technologies. Many are the systems
that both academia and the industry have proposed to overcome databases’ limitations. Stream
processors evolution can be categorized in two generations. The first, studied by [CM12] date
back to mid 2000s and had two main objectives. Firstly, they outlined the abstractions to define
the semantic of queries over data streams. Secondly, some of them focused on the ability recognize
patterns of interest from raw data, the complex event processing systems (CEP) [ENL11].

Stream processors introduced SQL-like declarative languages to let describe processing re-
quired on input streams so to produce either one or more output flows [BBD+02]. The Aurora
stream-processing model was the first introducing the concept of directed operators ’ graph
[ACÇ+03] and to carry out overall flow transformation by multiple chained operators deployed
on different servers [AAB+05].

This new paradigm has been one of the leading ideas that drove the second-generation of
stream processors development.

The research on Big Data processing investigated new models to handle efficiently the com-
putation on large volumes of streaming data over distributed environments. One of the most
important programming model the second generation of stream processor introduced was pro-
gramming model of MapReduce [DG08]. This functional abstraction did automate the deploy-
ment process of computation portions towards the data locations and the aggregation of the
sparse obtained results. Later, the expressiveness of MapReduce was enhanced to enable arbi-
trary complex directed graphs of operators to be specified [ZCF+10]. In addition to this, fault
tolerance techniques have been developed to overcome possible hardware failures. Due to the
long-running computations and the large clusters made out of several servers, the probability of
hardware failure is actually a certainty. Thus, since it is not feasible to restart the total process-
ing since the beginning after failed hardware repairs, fault-tolerance techniques such as Resilient
Distributed Datasets (RDD) [ZCD+12] have been developed.

The future generation of data-intensive tools that is expected to rise will be likely driven by
the convergence of these two worlds. Proofs of this appear in both the databases and stream
processors literature. Newly proposed tools are making efforts to implement features that were
initially proper to the opposite area they come from. The S-Store NewSQL database, an evolution
of H-Store, aim to combine both OLTP transactions and stream processing by means of a push-
driven trigger approach [CDK+14]. Also, with the FlowDB prototype there is the effort from
the stream processing community to propose a new model able with the objective to integrate
into distributed stream processor data management capabilities [AMC17].
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The objective of this thesis work was to study modern data-intensive tools so as to understand
their features in terms of functionalities, architecture, and the adopted paradigms in data man-
agement and processing. The performed analysis have been supported by the development of a
modeling framework able to abstract similar concepts and highlight systems’ characteristics. To
experiment the boundaries of frameworks’ expressiveness and discover their limitations we have
developed a set of tests with the data-intensive tools analyzed.

During the development of data-intensive applications, there were some recurring constant
challenges. At first, we had to rethink the interaction modality completely, since stream proces-
sors are asynchronous systems. Our objective was to re-implement employing them an application
based on synchronous interactions. Thus, we converted queries by materializing them as input
data. This adaptation allowed us to obtain the same interaction semantic though ad hoc imple-
mentation of the application behavior. The state was managed by map functions implemented
to mimic the original application queries’ behavior. Each time new input data, on behalf of
queries invocations, was sent to the system, these functions did handle them accordingly and
also considered their internally stored state in the output generation.

The second challenge we faced was to imitate the SQL JOIN operation. We encountered many
difficulties in re-implementing this functionality. Stream processors do not have a uniform set of
APIs to save a state and to perform databases-like operations such as joins between tables. We
solved this issue through the equivalent functionality of event-enrichment. With this procedure,
a map function attaches additional information to the data flowing in a stream. Its output is an
”enriched” stream that contains initial values expanded with other information.

The last of the recurring problems we encountered was to reproduce the checks made in
between synchronous interactions that took decisions based on a fetched value. In the original
scenario, since interactions were synchronous after they retrieved a result from the database,
they could decide how and if to perform the following queries. However, this modality was not
compatible with asynchronous systems. We implemented an ad hoc solution to emulate this
condition-based behavior using a map function that, by evaluating its internal state, behaved in
the same way.

The conducted experiments, combined with the developed modeling framework, supported the
systematic analysis of systems’ features. Moreover, the models developed have been useful to
organize the results and discoveries done into an accurate characterization that captures common
aspects and diversities of the data-intensive tools. We summarize them below.
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All the analyzed data-intensive tools rely primarily on the same abstract concepts. The notion
of time has been proven to be supported and almost equally employed by every data-intensive
tools. All of them exhibit the state notion even though, especially for non-databases ones, it
appears by weaker data structures. Inputs, transformed, and data outputs are all supported.
VoltDB provides strong support to standalone interactions and a bit less flexibility when dealing
with streams. On the contrary, stream processors are characterized in the opposite way. The
functionalities in data allocation such as partitioning and replication are concepts common to all
the systems, hence demonstrating that even if data management and data processing paradigms
differ, there is a common understanding in data allocation for distributed scenarios. The data
schema concept is more rigid in VoltDB since it strongly relies on tables and SQL logic without
leaving room to custom data types. Stream processors instead allow custom data schema defini-
tions but also started to mimic the data management style of databases by supporting queries
expressed with SQL-like APIs. All the systems, in general, employ administrative actions to
alter the computational topology and data schema. But how systems interpret DS statements
to generate administrative activities outline the limitation of the system like Flink and Spark
to be instructed only through the deployment of application code. Kafka and VoltDB, instead,
support both simple client requests and code deployment for administrative actions. The simple
output actions, such as those to fetch data once, are supported by the majority of data-intensive
tools except Spark. Overall, all systems support continuous data actions. The transaction con-
cept is the crucial factor that outlines the division from stream/batch processors and database
systems. However, recent projects such as the Streaming Ledger from Flink and Delta Lake from
Spark, delineate the efforts made by the respective communities in providing support to stronger
guarantees even for those systems originally focused on pure data transformations. Lastly, for
the computational topologies, systems have been classified as statically or dynamically deploying
the computation.

The analyzed systems have been modeled and also characterized by their architectures and
allocation strategies. All of them rely on resource managers to organize, monitor, and coor-
dinate execution on the cluster. Made exception for VoltDB that is limited to the use of its
internal resource manager, all the other systems also support external tools. In general, all the
data-intensive tools employ worker managers, software processes on each node to monitor and
coordinate execution as well as employ execution slots to carry out the processing tasks. The
modification of available resources is another critical aspect of the flexibility and scalability of
the architectures. Kafka and VoltDB support resources modification at run-time while the other
platforms require to restart the running application to then re-adjust the workload distribution.
We also evaluated the functioning paradigms adopted to keep stationary either data or the com-
putation. Flink and Kafka Streams maintain stationary the computation while instead Spark,
Delta Lake, and VoltDB do the opposite moving it towards the nodes. Flink and Spark require
the deployment of application code to receive new instructions; for the other systems is instead
an optional feature.

The analysis highlights a convergence under some functioning mechanisms and concepts in
data-intensive tools. Each of them shows support for stream processing and state management.
However, APIs to handle the internal state are still heterogeneous with each other. Systems
demonstrate the increasing willing in supporting tables. They leverage SQL-like procedures to
query both state and streams. There is a good shared understanding of how data allocation
strategies, such as partitioning and replication techniques, enable high performance and efficient
workload distribution. However, there is still a missing convergence in transactions, and isolation
guarantees support. It is noteworthy that the development of data-intensive tools is carried out
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by different companies. Each of them decides the features and guarantees to implement in
its system according to the market objectives it has. There are tools that, despite the good
marketing claiming for “ACID guarantees”, actually weakly support them and only provides
specialized implementations that can not be generalized for non-specific use cases. Nevertheless,
coordination-free approaches are increasingly used by multiple systems since they allow to provide
strong isolation guarantees without synchronization protocols. In the future, we expect this
strategy to become increasingly popular and more studied. Most likely, this paradigm will
be widely adopted since it enables scalability and performance increase without compromising
guarantees in the concurrent execution, a key factor for the next-generation data-intensive tools
development.

This work focused on expressiveness, programming, and execution paradigms of data-intensive
tools. Future research includes the efficiency of employed distributed algorithms. It would be
helpful to understand how different implementations of the same feature can impact on perfor-
mance. After this initial step, it would also be interesting to compare and characterize data-
intensive tools in terms of performance in different application scenarios. Lastly, the analysis
could be expanded by the inclusion of NoSQL databases, whose characterization would be inter-
esting in terms of supported features against provided execution guarantees.
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